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ABSTRACT, 

[Text] This textbook examines the significance, goals, and "volume Qf res.eaX'ch 
on the personality of a defendant undergoing enquiry for a crime, and the 
significance, as evidence, ofinf9rrt'!'-'r,tion on the defendant ( s personality . 
and behavior. Recommendations are nt13.defor orgarlizing. research on the 
defendant • s personality d'n thei· ba~is of" a generalization of legal practice, 
and the specific methods of such research are presented; the issue of re
flecting information on the defendant' s p~rsonali ty in the indi.ctment is 
discussed. 
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CaAPTER I 

SIGNIFICANCE, GOALS, AND VOLUME OF RESEARCH 
ON THE DEFENDANT'S PERSONALITY 

II 

§l. Significance of Research ort the Defendant's Personality 1 

In order to further reinf6~ce socialist legality, workers of the procurator's 
office, inter!""!.l affairs agencies, and the court must constantly improve the 
methods of b!l:dr activity against criminality and systematically raise the 
quality and culture of the preliminary ~·,~g,uest and court examination. 

As we know; the chief goal of inquiry and examination of a criminal 'case is 
to establish the truth. However, it would be erroneous to believe that to 
achieve such truth it would enough to simply establish the fact of a crime 
and determine the persOn that committed it. 

According to "existing law the court, procurator, examl.nl.ng magistrate, and 
the individual conducting the inquest are obligated to take all steps pre
scribed hy law to thor9ugbly, completely, and objeqtively analyze the cir
cumstancesof the case and to reveal the circumstances that both convict 
and acquit the defendant, and the circumstances aggravating or mitigating 
his responsibility. Careful study of the defendant's personality is one 
of the conditions insuring compliance with these requirements of the law. 
This is whYt when defining the general sentencing principles, the Funila
menta Is of USSR and Union Republic criminal Law and the criminal codes 
of the union republics, establish that in its sentence the court must 
take account of not only,', the nature and degree of social danger of the 
crime committed but also the personality Of the defendant. 

Among circumstances subject to demonstration in a criminal case, the law 
includes circumstances affecting the degree and nature of the defendant's 
responsibility as well as other circumstances characterizing his personality. 

,It is also important to study the defendant's personality because a number 
of articles in union republic criminal ,codes contain criteria pertaining 
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directly to the criminal's personapty (commitment of a crime by i\U1 indiv
idual recognized to be an especia~~y dangerous recidivist, or by an indiv
idual who had been convicted for the same crime earlier, and so on),. Thus 
these criteria must be clarified -flor a correct description q,f the def.e:p.dant's 
actions. 

Moreover in order that the court I::ould prescribe j.ustifiable punishment for 
the accused, the case material m~'st contain exhaustive information ',9n the 
defendant's personality. 

Undervaluation of data describin~, the defendant's J?ersonality hinders achieve
ment of the goals pursued by the!· punishment, since it reduces its effectiVe
ness. This can be explained byi:he fact that individualization of punish
ment is a mandatory condition o~; its effectiveness. 

Criminological research has demc)nstrated that crimes are committed~\y 
people differing sharply from o'ne another in their way of life, behavior, 
and moral countenance. 

For example among those convict:ed for murder, there are individuals who 
had shown themSelves to be negjitive earlier: They had either committed a 
crime or serious administrati~e violations, or they had associated with 
criminal elements, or they had not wished to work honorably and conscien
tiously,or they had abused aicohol, behaved amorally, and so on. Butamong 
individuals that had committed a murder we can also encounter those who had 

/ conducted a normal way of li~e earlier, without manifesting any sort of 
antisocial behavior: They wqrked, participated in soc;i.al life, behaved 
normally at home, and so on. iflle degree to which these two groups of 
criminqls are socially dangerous differs. Naturally different punishments 
would be required to correct them as well. 2 

Understanding the importanc(: of deeply, thoroughly studying the defendant's 
" personality, most examining magistrates devote due attention to this factor. 

Sufficiently detailed information on the defendant's personality are collectep 
together in the mC3!:terials of 'manycriminal cases. However, .we canoftert 
encounter situations in which tpe defendant's personality had not been 
studied with .sufficie!}t depth. This is why it was special;Ly noted in 
Order :tio 43, 20 July 1959, of the USSR General Procurator uconcerningDI::he 
Practice of Procurator Agencies in Instituting Criminal Proceedings and 
Maintaining Surveillance Over correct Application of Crimi.naL Punish,ment" 

"that examining magistrates are clearly deficient in revealing the circum
stances characterizing the defendant's personality, his former activity, 
his attitude toward work, the family situatiOn, and his behavior at home, 
even though all of this has important significance to the cou~t's dete:rrnin
ation of a penalty cOFresponding to requirements of the law. 3 

.,/ 

As is. noted in Decree No 3, 19 June 1959 or the Plenum of the USSR Sllpreme 
Court "conoerning the Practice of Courts in ApplYing c~iminai punishment," 
the courts often accept oases that have not been j,nvestiga,t:ed satiSfactorily, 
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in which the circumstances characterizing the defendant's personality and 
,~ his former activity are insufficiently clarified, even though this does have 

important significance to resolving the issue of prescribing a valid, com
mens1.:u::'ate penalty. 

Incidents encountered in investigatory and court practice in which information 
on the defendant's personality is ignored lead to unjust sentences. The 9 

reasons for this lie in the fact that some investigators still have a very 
narrow concept of their task in studying the defendant's per,sonali ty • They 
believe that studying the defendant's personality means obta~\ning the data 
foreseen by the questionnaire portion of the record of evidence in the 
interrogation and to attach to the case a description of the accused from· 
his last place of work &1d a reference as to presence or absence of former 
convictions. 

Presence of meager information on the defendant's personality in the case 
materials extremely hinders and sometimes even'precludes the court's pos
sibility for fulfilling the requirements of the law--considering the de
fendant's personality when prescribing the punishment. 

we know of Cr 1S in which sentences have been reversed and the criminal 
das~s have been returned for additional inquiry because during the prelim
inary inquest alid court examination data describing the defendant with 
SUfficient completeness had not been established. 

Higher levels of legal authority have indicated the need for clarifying 
data on the def~ndant's personality many times. 4 

. 'Finally I we cannot ignore the Significance Qf thorough analysis of the 
defendant's personality to educational goals. The fuller and broader the 
analysis of the defendant's personality, the greater is the educational 
significance of the legal process. 

Because all evidence collected in a case, including data on the defendant's 
p¢rsonality,are evaluated conclusively by the court, it is very important? 
for these data to be perceived by the court fully and correctly. Partici
pants .of the process must not only present materials characterizing the 
personality of each defendant to the court, but they must also analyze 
them a~propriately and evaluate them correctly. 

§2. The Go~ls of stUdying the Defendant's Personality 

Discussing the goals of studying the defendant's personality, we should 
keep in mind t~o aspects, namely the particular and the genera,l. 

In the particular aspect the defendant's personality is studied on the 
basis. of a, specific case, inasm\lch as this is necessary for proper inquiry 
into a crime, clarification of the circumstances promoting its commission, 
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for resolution of the issue of prescribing punislnnent and, finally, for 
reeducating the ,-convict. 

\_! 

In the g~neral aspect the personality is studied on the basis of a group 
,) 

of cases' examined by the court concerning crimes of a particular category' 
committed within a specific time period. Such an analysis is conducted to 
reveal the causes behind criminality and to develop, on this basis, measures 
directed at preventing it. The personality of criminals can be studied in 
the general aspect withid' the framework of a rayon, an oblast, and even a 
repUblic. 

Both aspects are closely associated with each other inasmuch as the reasons 
behind each particular crime are the principal elements of research on-the 
causes of crime as a whole. 

Let us examine the goals, volume, organi~~tion, and methods of studying 
the criminal personality within the framew~rk of a criminal process per
taining to a specific case. S 

The purpose of such research is to obtain exhaustive information on the . 
defendant and the accused, necessary for correctly solving many problems 
associated with exam~~ation of a criminal case~ Lat us dwell on them in 
greater detaiL 

Information is required on the defend~nt's personaiity chiefly to solve,a 
numbe.v of pl:'oblems, both in criminal law and those associated with exepu
tion of the sentence, in particular: 

1) The impossibility of instituting criminal proceedings against an indi
vidual and bringing him to trial when certain conditions foreseen by law 
(the individual is underage, he is irresponsible, the statute of limitations 
has expired), release the individual from criminal liability and punishment; 

2) the possibility far releasing an individual from criminal liability and 
punishment bec:ause the individual has ceased to be socially dang~rous;6 

3) the possibility of releasing an individual who had committed a crime 
from criminal liability through transfer of the case to a comrades t court 
or through ,payment of bail. practice shows that one of the basic causes 
Of ekrors made in releasing an individual on bail lies in undervaluation 
of data describing the guilty in9-ividual's perSOnality and in the absence 
of careful analysis of the data. Correct analysis of the persorial~ pro
vides a possibility for eliminating these errors and p:romotes the most 
suitable resolution of the issue of social influence; 

4) the qualificiitiohs behind the actions of an individual who had committed 
a crime. Ga1;hering information on the(tde.fendant'~ former activity and' 
clarifying former convictions, we can estclblish such qualifying oriteria 
as recUl:;'rence or especially dangerous recidivism. In p. number of cases, 
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information on the defendant's personality may help the examining magistrate 
discover the true m~tive behind the crime committed and clarify its actual 
role in. the crime. The practice of examining such crimes as murder, des
truction of property, and arson demq.nstrat.es that such crimes are committed 
in response to the most diverse motIves. Without establishing the motive 
we cam'iot consider the crime to be fu.~.ly'-:orevealed. But it is impossible to 
reveal the true motives behind a crime without a deep analysis of the de
fendant's personality. This is why ab:sence of information describing the 
defendant's personality can lead to incorrect description of his actions 
and even a legal error; 

'" 
\'~~-

5) the presence of circumstances affecting the degree and nature of the 
defendantis responsibility, inasmuch~? some .circumstances may be closely 
a:ssociated with the defendant's perso~ality and· can be established only 
through analysis of the personality; 7 

6) the form and size of the penalty that is the most suitable for correcting 
and reeducating an individual who had committed a crime. Inasmuch as pun
ishment is not only a penalty for a committed crime but also has the'purpose 
of correcting and reeducating the convict, it must be just, and it must have 
a reeducatinJ influence on the criminal. According to exist,ing law an 
incorr~~pondence between the punishment prescribed by the coUrt and the 
convict's personality, and insufficient data on the defendant's personality 
are grounds for reversal or alteration .of a sentence (see, for example, 
articles 342 and 343, RSFSR Code of criminal Procedures). These two grounds 
are mutually related; If the case does not contain the nedessary information 
on the personality of the accused, the court prescribes the punishment blindly~ 
the punishment unavoidably becomes impersonal, being out of correspbhdence 
Wl. th the convict's personali ty--thatis , it loses its indi vidualistio ori.
enta'l:ion and, together with it, its effectiveness. Meanwhile, individual
izatioll of pUnishment, it~ oommensurateness .and justice are important, 
fundament';l premises of "Sovf.et law. This is why in its decrees and decis
ions the USSR supreme Court has many times turned the attention of the courts 
to the need .f~r} ts considering'. informat"}pn on" the defendant's personality 
when deterrn~n~ng-·the form and .s~ze of the penalty. 8 

1) the form Of the corrective labor institution in Which the individual 
must serve his sentence. In order that it may properly select the methods 
for reeducating each convict the priSO!l administration must have information 
on the convict's personality (on his former activities, his way of life, 
his recor~ 'bf convictions, and so on). UnfortUnately this information is 
ot:t~n absent from the sentence, basically bec:::ause it is not contained in 

t:!ither the indictmerit., or in other materials of the case. Moreover, in a 
nurriber of cases the court undervalues the role of information describing 
the defendent's.personality and doe,;k not reflect it in the sentence. 

lnrortnationon the defendant's personality is no less important to solving 
a number of problems in criminal proceedings, chief.lY the following problems: 
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1) Application of suppre~:)sion measures, inasmuch as prior to such applica":" 
tion the personality of the suspect or the accused must be taken into ac~ 
count. The law of criminal action obligates the individual conducting the 
inquiry., the examining magistrate, the procurator, and the court, concerned 
with this problem, to take account, in addition to other circumstances, the 
personality of the suspect or the accused, the nature of his activities, 
his.ag(~, his state of h~-j.lth, and the family situation, Consequently in 
order 'Co select the most suitable suppression measure and to avoid ground
less arrests, app~opriate information on the personality must he available, 
and it must be evaluated properly. However, an analysis of cases in which 
defendants wer.ekept under arrest and were subsequently released because 
the court imposed a punishment upon them not associated with impri!3onroeni, 
demonstrates that in a number of cases procurators groundlessly sanctioned 
arrests of defendants without considering their personalities and the 
mitigating circumstances (for e~tample young or old age, poor state of health) • 

The procurator of one rayon in Gor1kovskaya Oblast arrested 
B. and M., w'ho were accused of stealing a boat and selling 
it for 20 rubles. During the first interrogationB. and M. 
fully confessed and explained that they had stolen the boat 
while under the influenqe of alcohol. Both defendants were 
regularly employed, behaved well at work,i;lnd were never 
noted. to have done anything reprehensible before. Undel;" 
such circumstances their arrest was not a necessity. The 
suppression measure imposed upon thetnwas selected without 
considering their personalities and the gravity of their act. 

',\ 
2) Themciment counsel is permitted to begin participating in the case (the 
age of the accused, presence of phYSical and mental deficiencies); 

3) the causes behind the crime being investigated and the conditions promoting 
its commission without clarification of which it would be impossible to. 
take steps to eliminate them--tha.t is, to ,Prevent the crime. Moreover, 
preventing crimes is the most important task of crime-fighting agencies. 
An analysis of investigatory and court practice would show,that when in
vestigating and examining cases the procurator's office, intelrnal affairs 
agencies, and the court often restrict themselves to establishing the crime 
and the guilty individuals. Meanwhile, in a number of cases the causes 
behind the crime and the conditions promoting j,ts~ommissionrl;!lnain un
clarified. When adequate attention is devoted to studying the dl;!fendant's 
personality, this shortcoming can be eliminated and the requirement of 
the law of criminal action that the qauses and conditions promoting com
mission of the crime must be revealed can be satisfied. Th~ls is expl.al.ned 
by the, fact that only through deep analysis of the defendanti,s personality 
can we' reveal. thl;! circumstances promoting both the indi vidua'J..' s ant.isocial 
attitudl;!:, his views, and his hahitson one hand, and transformation of these 
intentions into.a criminal intent. or criminal carelessnl;!ss .• 9 This is why 
we must agree fully with A. A. ~Gertsenzonl sopin1.on tha£ lithe slicCI;!!3S in 
revealing and eliminating the causes and conditions promoting-commission 
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of a crime depends in many ways on the extent to which the examining magis
trate and the court are able to correctly and thoroughly study the def~nd~ 

. ant's personali ty" i 1 a 

4) problems arising in examination'of a case by a court of appellate juris
diction and other higher courts. Absence of information on the convict1s 
personality from the case materials can lead either to groundless reduction 
of the punishment prescribed in the sentence, or to groundless rejection 
of such reduction. Unfortunately, as special research has shown, courts 
of appellate jurisdiction are still not taking suffioient account of cir
cumstances characterizing the convict's personality when checking the 
legality and justice of th.e sentences. ll 

Finally, the eXam2n~ng magistrate needs information on the defendant's 
personal.ity to resolVe a number of criminal issues. 

First OI: all, having detailed information on the defendant's personality 
theexanlining magistrate would be able to suggest and test a hypothesis 
af'i to participation of a particular individual in the crime under investi
gation more successfully. A careful analysis of facts describing the 
personality r the accused or the suspect would permit the examining mag
istrate to gajn a deeper understanding o£ the}hircumstances behind the 
crime committed and to correctly determine th~ ways for clarifying the 
circumstances as yet unknown to him and the circumstances to which he may 
have not turned his attention, hadhe not possessed certain information 
concerning the defendant's personality (information on former conVictions, 
on his way of life~and behavior, on personality traits, and so on) • 

Secondly, such information is required fur successful conduct of certain 
investigatory actions. For example, having information on the personality 
of the accused the examining magistrate would ,ibe abie to select the most 
succe~sful tactics for interrogating him and establish contact with the 
person being interrogated, which goes a long way in promoting success in 
the interrogation and in establishing the truth of the case, as well as 
better determination of the tactics of confrontation. 

Information on the defendant's personality, and chiefly on his occupation, 
way of life, ties, and experience in committing'c:rimes may be useful to 
investigatory acts such as search. SUch information would also be of con
siderable assistance to the examining magistrate in searching for the 
accused if he makes himself unavailab.le f.or questioning, and in implementing 

,~ '~J 

measures to compensate for material losses in'i'~cted by the accused. 

Third, information on the defendant's personalit~ wOUld~elP to reveal other 
ccrimt;ls committed by the:,~) defendant and to establish all conspirators in the 
crime. and Qtherindividuals participating in it. As we know8 it is often 
very difficult to. establish all participants of a crime and the criminal 
activity of the defendant in full volume, an¢l.for this reason the examining 
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magistrate must often do a great deal of work. This.is explained by the 
fact.that commission of a crime by a group of individuals or commission of 
repeated crimes means sev.er.er punishment. Therefore the defendant tries to 
conceal conspirators or crimes he had committed earlier. Thus even in cases 
where the defendant provides valid statements concerning the nature of the 
indictment imposed upon h~r he will rarely provide inrormation on con
spirators and former criminal activity, hoping that the examining magistrate 
would 'not learn this information. Unfortunately cases still occur in which 
certain examining magistrates who, after establishing that a defendant has 
a committed a crime for which criminal proceedings had been instituted,be
lieve that'their mission has been completed at this p6int and do not take' 
steps to reveal all conspirators and other crimes committed by the defendant. 

These are the basic pJ:;'emises characterizing the goals of research on the 
defendant's personality conducted during the preliminary inquest and the 
court examination of a specific case. 

§3. The Volume of Research on the Defendant's l?ersonality 

The question as to what information characterizing the personality of the 
defendant shOUld be clarified during the preliminary inquest and court 
e:x:amination of a criminal case has important practical significance. Anal-

\' ysis of the peJ:;'sonality must produce specific recommendations for procurator's 
office, investigatory, and court officials as to how to obtain iiill necessary 
data .on the defendant's personality with minimum time and effort. 

"\ 

Criminology utilizes information from other sciences includin<)' pedagogics 
and Psychology to develop the methods for revealing and investigating· 
crimes successfully. This information must also be considered in the devel
opment of methods f~r studying the defendant's personality. 

Psy.chologists note that the persdilality "manifests and characterizes itself 
through the individual's attitudes. Attitudes toward society and people, 
toward the self, and toward the individual's responsibilities to the society 
and to lahorare significant attitudes. 1\ 12. This is why we must study not 
only the mental properties of the subject but also their manifestation in 
interJ:;'elationships with the environment and in his acts and behavior if 
we are to gain a thorough impression of the defendant. Sociologists define 
personality nas a social property of the individual, aE:i the sum of Socially 
significant traits. integrated wi thin him, shaped in the process of direct 
and indirect interaction of the given individual with other peop~e and 
mCiking him, in turn, .~ subject of lahor, cognition, and communication." 13 

Therefore when investigating a crime the criminologist must devote his 
attention chiefly to circumstances ch~racterizing the defendant's behavior 
in different conditions and indifferent pe:dods of his life; we are re
ferring in particular to behavior in the family, in th~schc>ol, at work, 
in his circ.ie of acgt:(aintances, in the p~st,and in complex living situ
ations. In this case there,searchermust di:rect his attention chiefly at 
facts demonstrating" the attitudeo~the defendant .to his sUl:'rqunding,scmd 
to lahore 
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Data characterizing the defendant's personality must be collected just as 
carefully as evidence pertaining to the crime, and they must be reflected 
in the appropriate documents of the proceedings (the indictment, the sen
tence, and soon). 

In this case it would be erroneous to believe that collection of information 
characterizing the defendant's personality should be restricted to a volume 
necessary for establishing the content of the crime and revealing circum-

o stances that may aggravate and mitigate responsibility. The range of such 
information must be broader; in this instance the researcher must base him
self on the significance of such information to a multifaceted, complete, 
and objective analysis of all significant circumstances of the case, of 
course Vlith a consiEieration for the feab.:res of the specific crime. ;; 

b The examining magistrate is interested not only in circumstances that must 
be proven and the procedural resources by which he establishes the facts 
he seeks, but also in data which may help in performing procedural tasks 
even though they may not have legal significance. For example, having 
information indicating that. the defendant is straightforward and principled, 
the examining magistrate would be able to select the correct tactics for 
interrogatil1r the given individual. This is why research on the defendant's 
personality can range, in the criminological aspect, beyond the procedural 
hounds both wi~h respect to the volume of information gathered and the 
resources used to gain such information. III particular, such information 
may be established by search. However, in this case it cannot be included 
among the case materials until it is procedurally formalized. 

We believe that all information can be divided arbitrarily into the fol
lowing six groups: 

" 

1. Demographic information (last name/first name, 'middle name, age, place 
of pirth, place of permanent residence, nationality, native tongue). 

2. Information describing the social countenance of the defendant (educa
tion, adherence to party principles; attitude tCJward his military obliga
tion, occupation, the. nature of his pursuits, place of work, position at 
work, time of service, attitude toward work, participation in social life, 
presence of military and other special and honorary titles, and orders and 
medals). 

3. Information on the defendant's living conditions. 

4. Information on the de+endant's health (presence of chronic, including 
mental or nervous, diseases; place of tr~atment; reJ;easefrom military duty 
or recognition of disability in connection Vlith illness, and so on). 

5. Information characterizing the defendant I s way of" life, circle of 
acguaint~nces, and, behavior (pursuits during leisure time; basic interests 
and hobbies; consumption of alcohol; attitude toward surround.iiilg individuals 
at work .and at home; conunission of amoral deeds, administrat.ive violations, 
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and crimes in the past; measures of administrative or social influence, or 
measures of; punishment; behavior after imposition of such measures or after 
serving out the punishment) i 

6. Information em the defendant's moral and intellectual qualities and 
character traits (boldness, kindness, unselfishness, timidity, cruelty, 
passion, and so on}.14 

\' 

Let us examine the content of such information in greater detail and its 
significance to examination of a case. 

1. Demographic information must be clarified because, on one hand, it 
"identifies the specific person and, on the other hand, it isc.needed. 
in resolving issues associated with the rules of criminal law andcth~~ 
law of criminal action ,:that must be applied to him. 

It is impermissible to direct a criminal case to court for which the basic 
vital statistics of the defendant have not been revealed. A familiarization 
with the practice of the USSR and RSFSR supreme courts would show that 
absence of precise information on the defendant's last name and his age 
from the case materials would mean revel;'sal of the sentence. lS 

Moreover the age of the defendant must. be established so that '\I7<Sl can deter
xnine whether or not he can bear responsibility for the commissioned crims. 
By law, a person less than 14 years old is not subject to criminal respon
sibility, while indiviQuals, from 14 to 16 years old bear such responsibility 
only in relation to a few crimes listed in the law. Educational measures 
can be implemented against individuals below 18 years of age and committing 
a crime, and they can be turned over to a juvenile affairs commission. 
When punishment is prescribed, an individual who was below 18 years o.f age 
at the time of the crime cannot "be sentenced to death, a~a the term of im
prisonment cannot exceed 10 years; nor can he be sentenced to exile or'de-

v 
portation. 

Knowledge of the defendant's age is also necessary in resolving the issue 
ofarnnesty. The .defendant's age m'Ustalso betakEm into account in selecting 
the supprs)3sion measure and i11 permitting counsel to enter~othecase (in -:) 
cases pertaining to crimes by juveniles, counsel is permitted to participate 
in the case from the momenti:ln accusation is made). 

Information on the defendant's native tongue ,is required for compliance 
with the requirements of the law of criminCl.l action governing trre rights 
of the accused. 16 

As investigatory practice shows, establishment of the defendant's true. 
ident'ity'sometimes leads to revelation of other crimes he had. cOjXlIl\itted .• 

For example in one case the defendant immediately confessed 
of a crime and stated that he, Fomin,a res,;i.den\i of ;L'.vovskaya 
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Oblast, had been released by amnesty but had lo~t his personal 
documents. The confession and the a.ppeal to close the case 
quickly put the examining magistra.te on guard and raised his 
suspicion that the defendant may be trying to conceal other 
crimes in this way. Making inquiries concerning his place 
of birth, the place of his last residence, the pla,ce of his 
conviction, and the place at which he served his sentence, 
as communicated by the defendant during the interrogation, 
the examining magistrate established that his statements 
were not true. Then the examining magistrate carefully 
studied various notes taken from the defendant and sent 
requests for e@tablishing his identity to all addresses on 
these documents. A photograph cf the defendant was atta.ched 
to each requesto Soon a response wa.s sent. from Luganskaya 
Oblast stating that a certain Ivanova had recognized the <: 

person on the photograph to be her fiance, Fedorov, located 
in Leningrad, and reported his address. Making an inquiry 
at this address the examining magistrate revealed that 
Fedorov h~Q committed larceny and concealed himself. Thus 
another crime committed by the defendant was revealed. 

Unfortunately we still encounter incidents in practice in which investiga
tory agencies fail to reveal the true identity of 'tpe defendant, who 
often figures into the .materials of a case under assumed names, sometimes 
several. 

2. Information on education, a.dherence to party principles, attitude to
ward military obligations, occupation, the nature of pursuits, place of 
employment, position at work, time of service, attitude toward work, J?arti
cipation in social life, and presence of military and other special and 
honorary titles as well as orders and medals is required not only to gain 
a general description of the defendant but also to evaluate his actions. 
In particular, knowing the defendant·' s level of general education and the 
extent of his intellectual development, we can reveal more correctly his 
attitude toward the offense he had committed and establish whether or not 
this person had acted intentionally and maliciously or had made an error. 

As far as malfeasances are concerned, information as to possession of 
adequate education by the defendant, his time of service, and his experi
ence is necessary to insure completeness of the inquiry, inasmuch as such 
information has important significance to making a proper decision on the 
case. 

Information on the. defendant's attitude toward labor and social activity 
is no less important to describing the defendant and evaluating his actions. 
It is not by chance that criminal law foresees a possibility for releasing 
a person who had camm! tted a cr'ime from punishment if it is recognized 
that in view of subsequent irreproachable behavior and an honorable atti
tude toward labor this person could not .be interpreted as· socially d:~ngerous 

. at the time of examination of the case in court. \, 
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Ihformation as to the defendant's possession of orders and medals as well 
cis special and honorary titleS is, required both in describing the defendant 
l!lnd, to insure that the procedures established by criminal law for res.cinding 
titles and decorations held by persons convicted of a serious crime. HoW
eVer, this does not exhaust the significance of careful revelation of these 
circumstances. sometimes after such circumstances are reveal€fa, another 
crime commit,ted by the defendant may be reveal.ed. Following some particular 
motive Iprofit, vanity, and so on), some persons not possessing decorations 
or titles may promote themselves as decorated individuals or as individur;lls 
to~, whom some .sort of titles had been awarded. Sometimes they do this to 
conceal,their true identity and avoid suspicion and exposure. With this 
purpose these individuals acquire the appropriate decorations and documents 
(orders, medals, ribbons, order records, diplomas, certificates, and so on), 
representing them as their own. 

3. Information on t~e defendant's living conditions at the time the crime 
was committed would help the examining magistrate to reveal the causes and 
conditions promoting the crime and to take steps to eliminate them. 

\) 

By revealing the material situation of the defendant, his living conditions, 
and hip work, we can reveal the causes promoting the crime, which in turn 
would permit us to establish the truth of.the case, determine the social 
danger of the defendant, and take the necessary steps to prevent similar 
crimes. 

f' ,I 

It is not by chr;lnce that cr~lnal law interprets commission of a crime 
stemming from concurrence of serious personal Or family circumstances, 
and under "the intluence of threat or compulsion, or in r.esponse to material 
or other dependence as circumstances mitigating responsibility. 

,~' 

Special attention should be devoted to determining the livin~ conditions 
of .adefendant who is not of age or is young (up to 25 years old). In such 
cases we need to gather information on circumstances influencing the shaping 
of his personality--the attitude of the pareniStoward him and their way of 
life, his interests'~~~fior to becoming of age, his behavior at home and in 
SChO.Ol, tho e negativ. e~1 .. nfluence of adult a., the age at which he began to con
sume alcohol, the age p.t which he dropped out of school, the age at which 
he began working, and so on. 

Information on the ·defendantls living ponditions sometimes helps to" esta,b
lishthe t~ue motives behind the crime. Moreover, information on the 
de~endant's family situation is required by both the examining magist~ate 
and the court to prop.erly resolve the issue of selecting such a suppression 
measures as imprisqning the individual, and the issue of the nat.Ure and size 
of the penalty that must be prescribed far the r;lccused. "~~ (,;0" 

4. According to criminal law itn individ.ual whowas,in a statecf. i-t'respon
sibility at the time he committed.a crime i p not subJect to criminal re
sponsibility. consequently theneeCl,for revealing the defendant's mental 
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state follows from the law. However, we should state that examining magis
trates do not always devote due attention to revealing the defendant's men
tal)~tate. Even in cases when the circumstances of a crime afford the 
gro~nds for doubting the mental integrity of the defendant (unmotivated 
actions, his special viciousness, presence of \f;\ental illnesses in the past, 
and so on), some examining magistrates do. rto,!;::plarify this issue, even in 
cases concerning crimes for which the defendant could receive the highest 
form of punishment. 

Familiarization with the practice of the USSR Supreme Court would show that 
failing to examine the defendant's mental state in situations in which, 
judging' by the circumstances of the case, such examination was necessary, 
would mean reversal of the sentence and a demand for retrying the case. 17 

However, some examining magistrates go to the other extreme and prescribe 
expert examination by a forensic psychiatrist in all murder cases without 
e:'!ception. Such a practice is incorrect because such examination must be 
conducted only when grounds for it are present. 

Clarification of other issues associated with the defendant's health has 
significance _v correct resolution of the issue of imposing imprisonment 
upon the defendnnt as a suppression measure, and in describing the pun
ishment.. Moreover, data on the defendant's health are required by the 
examining magistrate to resolve the issue of permitting counsel to partici
pate in the case, since in criminal cases in which persons cannot exercise 
their right of defense in view of their physical or mental deficiencies, 
counsel is permitted to participate in the case from the moment an accusa
tionis made. 18 Meanwhile, in cases pertaining to persons who had committed 
a socially dangerous act in a state of irresponsibility, as well as persons 
contracting mental illness after committing a crime, counsel is permitted 
to participate in the case from the moment mental illness is established. 

In a number of cases clarification of information on the defendant's health 
is requi}J~a if we are to establish the circumstances behind the .crime being 
investi<;tated(for example in cases pertaining to infection by· venereal 
disease), and if we are to expose simulation and aggravation. 

If the defendant is a woman, then if the grounds are present we must deter
mine whether or not she is pregnant. Commission of a crime while pregnant 
is a mitigating circumstance. Moreover a woman who is pregnant at the 
time she commits a crime or at the time a verdict is rendered cannot be 
sentenced to death, exile, or deportation. 

,> 

5. Information on the .defendant j s behavior I way of life, aucI circle of 
acquaintclnces is necessary not oI!ly fo;t::' his descriptiG\nbut also to insure 
completeness of the inquiry. Inlparticular, establishment ofthe~fact 
that i\n individual against whom criminal proceedings are instituted. for 
embezzlement had .been living beyond his means would have important signi
ficance a.s evidence. 

" 
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Investigating a case instituted in connection with declara
tion of theft of goods that had allegedly occurred from the 
storage room of a store, testing the theory that the store 
manager had staged the theft the examining magistrate estab
lished that the latter, who had worked at the store for one 
and a half years, regularly drank with workers of the village 
general store. Moreover witnesses testified that he had. 
acquired a number of valuable articles, including a motor
cycle and bicycle, within a short period of time.. When 
the property was described it was found that out of 42 
objects that were seized, 30 were entirely new. The 
examining magistrate attached a statement of the village 
general store'~ accounting ·o£fice concerning the wages of 
the store manager to the caSe (he received about 100 rubles 
per month). Eis family consisted of five individuals and 0 

servants~ and no one beside himself worked • Taken together 
with other evidence, these facts permitted the examining 
magistrate to expose the store manager's appropriation of 
material valuables entrusted to him and his, attempt at , 
staging the theft. 

Failtire by an .examining magistrate to carefUlly e~amine the defendant's 
way of life prior to the moment he committed the crime under examination 
can hinder full exposure of his criminal activity. Usually such a short
coming occurs in cases in which adequate attention is not devoted in exam
ination of a crime committed by a recidivist to revealing the way 0;E life 
of the. defendant in the time from his release from prison to his arrest 
for the crime und.er examination. 

E'~amining a case in which Shestakov, who had. been convicted 
in the city of Lugansk, was aCQused for participating in a 
gang rape, the examining magistrate did not study the defen
dant's personality, restricting himself to an examination of 
only this crime. Had he become interested in Shestakov's 
personality an.d his past, he would have established that 
the latter had not been occupied in socially useful employ~ 
ment and .hadbeen convicted of larceny in 1946. Released 
from prison, in December 1941 he was once again convicted 
of larceny. After serving his sentence, in 1954 Shestakov 
was convicted· of larceny for a t.hird tilUe. PosSessing such 
data the examining magi$,trate should have been more critical 
of Shestakov's testimony that after se~ing his last sent~nce 

. he worked in civil service and had not commi.i::tedother crimes 
prior to hisarre,st. Onfortunately the examining magistrate 
sent the case to court without dolng so. Later, When in 
prison, Shestakov r.eported that he had committed many thefts 
in Luganskaya Oblast and another rape. Inquiries into .. his 
statement est~lished that after his release, Shestakov had 
not worked. anywhere for 3 ye<:irs emd committed 28 thefts of 
state and pe~rsonal property, and a rape. 19 . 
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As far as information on, the defendant's ties is concerned, it is necessary 
in revealing his conspirators and, in addition, it may help the examining 
magistrate reveal valuables acquired in a cr~inal manner, wbich defendants 
often conceal from relatives and acquaintances. 

Information on the defendant I s past life an/l activity is necessary in ob
taining the fullest impression of him as a 'family member. It is very im
portant for the examining magistrate and the court to know whether the 
defendant had worked honorably or had not worked anywhere. As has been 
noted correctly in the literature, lito evaluate the social danger of an 
individual it is important that we must not fail to evaluate his past life, 
activity, and behavior preceding his assumption of a criminal course, or 
his behavior in the past in general; on tne contrary we are even obligated 
to do so in proper fashion.,,20 

However, data on a defendant's past activity not only describe the d~fend
an~but also can sometimes help the examining magistrate establish the 
circumstances of the crime and the guilt of the given individual, as well 
as to reveal others who had committed the crime together with him. 

Exa _ning a case instituted in response to a statement by 
the nanage,~ of Store No 13 that a theft had been committed 
by unknown'"criminals, the examining magistrate developed 

,< the suspicion that a theft had not really occurred, but 
rather that it was staged by the manager. Testing this 
hypothesis the examining magistrate became particularly 
interested in the suspect's former activity. He revealed 
that the suspect had formerly been manager of Store No 4, 
which he surrendered to another individual and himself 
assumed management of Store No 13. Interrogating the 
individual who had accepted Store No 4 from the suspect 
and the individual who had surrendered Store No 13 to the 
suspect, the .examining magistrate established that a con
siderable shortage was revealed when the suspect surrendered 
Store No 4; the suspect compensated this shortage on the 
same day, bringing in various goods borrowed from the 
manager of Store ,No 13, from whom he subsequently accepted 
this store. Thus it was found that the shortage revealed 
in Store No 13 after the "theft" had existed before it. 
The exposed suspect confessed of staging the theft with 
the pur~se of concealing the shortage. 

Information on the role of a defendant's criminal activity is necessary 
for.proper qualification of the crime he committed, for resolution of 
the is~ue as 'to the degree of his social danger and, consequently, for 
determination of'the form and size of penalty that must be imposed upon 
him. Establishment of the defendant.' s past would insure proper resolution 
of the issue as to the suitability of recognizing the individual to be all 
especially dangerous recidivist. 
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Moreover we should keep in mind that information on crimes committed by a 
defendant in the past, particular on the methods, sometimes plays an im
portant role in exposing all of his criminal activity, and in some cases 
revelation of the defendant's criminal past helps to establish the motives 
of the crime under investigation. 

Information on former convictions is also needed by workers ofcorl'ective 
labor institutions so that they can properly determine the conditions 
under which the convict is to serve his sentence. 

Finally, information on former convictions of the defendant also plays a 
no less; important role in examination of criminal case by a higher court. 

Shilo~ was subjected to criminal proceedings for stealing 
goods from a store at which he worked as a guard. In the 
course of the inquiry and court examination of the case 
the defendant's personality was not studied, nor was it 
determined whether or not he had been convicted formerly. 
The materials.of the case stated~ "p:.ccording to his own 
testimony he had not been convicted formerly.lI The pro
curacy dropped the sentence prescribed to Shilov by the 
rayon peoples' >court to 5 years in prison, and then halved 
this sentence in compliance with an amnestyukaze. Later, 
however, it was revealed that Shilo~ had been convicted 
many times for misappropriation, being paroled pefore 
serving his full sentence in the last case. Thus in 
complia,nce with the amnesty ukaze Shilov, as a jt1abitual 
thief and as an individual who had been relea,se(a on , . u 
parole and once again committed a cfime, was nOir subject 
to amnesty. ~ 

Unfortunately despite a directive from the USSR Procuratd'r1s Office exam
ining magistrates do not always devote due attention to clarifying the 
fOlnner criminal activity of a defendant., restricting theniselves sometimes 
to information pro'lJ'ided by the defendant himself during interrogation, 
which is not alway§ true. . 

6. Information on personal qualities and character trai~~s of the defendant 
helps the examining magistr;;lte not only to completely desc;ribe the defendant 
but also to gain a, deep understanding of the causes behir\ld the criminal 
act, and to establish the subjective sid.e of the crime and, chiefly, the 
motives behind it, as well as the role of the defendant in it. 

The habits of the defendant, his phySical features, his characte;r, tempera ... 
ment, presence of unfavorable qualities (greed, cowardliness, cruelty), 

11 . -

and so on must be revealed. The ,importance of carefully If>tudyingthe 
character, which is defined as the "individually, clearly pronounced and 
qualitatively unique psychological traits of,a person, i~~lUencing his 
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behavior and acts,,,21. s tems from the fact that charact~r traits are hcomplex 
individual features of a person .that are sufficiently indicative of him and 
permit prediction of his behavior with, known probability ••••. Knowing the 
character traits of a person we can predict his actions with a certain 
probability. 1122 Therefore, having. studied the particular character traits 
of' the defendant the examining magistrate would be able to hypothesize as 
to whether or not the defendant could have performed certain actions and, 
if he had performed them, he would be able to determine the true motives 
bebind them. It is no less important to study the temperament, inasmuch 
as' it "is the most general .characteristic of every individual, the most 
basic characteristic of his nervous system, and this system makes a particu
lar imp:r:ession on all activity of each individual-" 23 

As a rule, M. S. Stroejovich notes, "presence Of a motive as a subjective 
factor is usually derived from other objective facts--£rom the defendant's 
behavior, from the fact of a dispute with his victim, from threats the 
d~fendant had made, from the profit (material or other) the defendant would 
have enjoyed if the victim were to be eliminated, and so on. Making such 
a conclusion on the subjective motives, the intentions of the defendant 
fromobj,ective facts is a very complex matter: The same facts may produce 
different mor' Tations, experiences, and intentions in different people. 
Therefore a conclusion on subjective motives, intentions, and so on based 
on objective ,facts established in the case must be made with great caution, 
as a" result of an analysis Of the defendant's personality features." 24 

Practi~e Sh~~s that an indiv.j.dual often decides to commit a crime after 
h~p minor offenses do not promptly receive a proper assessment on the part 
of comrades at work, social organizations, and state agencies. An offense 
thti~ is not suppressed in time is repeatpd once again and becomes a bad 
habit. For example coarseness in relation to servants, neighbors, innocent 
persons, or coworkers can develop, in time, into malicious pranks, while 
cynical, coarse communication with a woman may lead to a crime against 
morality. It stands to reason that not every rude individual or cynic 
progresses to crime, hut every hooligan had formerly been coarse and 
taCtless in relation to surrounding individuals, and every rapist had at 
some time manifested a cynical, insolent relationship toward a woman. 

Moreover, analysis of the defendant's character traits would provide a 
possibility for Clarifying whether or not circumstances exist that mitigate 
or aggravate respOnsibility. 

Inasmuch as th~ defendant's personality is manifested in the crime he 
committed as well, the examining magistrate must clarify the circumstances 
bebind the crime not only witpin the limits necessary for establishing 
the content of tbe crime but also from the standpoint of the personality 
traits the defendant displayed in its commission. ,With this purpose it 
is important to gather information on the concrete expression of the 
defendant's participation in the crime under examination: Had he had the 
initiative, or did he act under the inflllence of other persons? What 
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is the form of guilt and the motive? When did the idea a~ise, and was it 
manifested in ~reparations fo~ the c~ime or in its concealment? Had the 
implement of the crime been p~epared beforehand? If the crime had been 
committed ca~elessly ( in what form was it committ,.ed.? Did the defendant 
commit the crnne while sober or in an intoxicated state (if he had been 
intoxicated, then what was thE!> degree of drunkenness, "how much did he 
drink and when, and how did he normally behave when intoxicated?)? Did 

'\ he drink on pUI)?OSe prio~ to the crime, or was he intoxicated i~respective 
of the crime?25 

Suoh is the :ran.ge of information that must be clarified in ,research on the 
defendant 1 s personality. It stands to reason that this list of information 
on the defendant's personality cannot be interpreted as mandatory and ex
haustive. The nature of the information required must be determined by 
the examining magistrate with a consideration for the forro'of crime, the 
specific circum,stances of the crime being. investigated, and the defendant! s 
personality. Some information may often be found to be surplus t While 
sometimes other data not examined here may be required. It all depends on 
which aspects of the defendant's personality have a bearing on the motive, 
the modus opera,ndi, and other circumstances of the crime being investigated. 
Therefore the x:'ange of information characterizing the defendant's person
ality and requiring clarification, as well as the depth to which it is 
studied, will d..iffer for a case of misappropriation of state or public 
property, or fQ~ a case of abuse of position on one hand, and for cases 
of murder, rObbery, and rowdy behavior on the other. In particular, when 
investigating a murder for profit it is important to gather detailed in
formation on the defendant I s material liV'ingconditions. If the c:dminal 
was materially secure, then murdery~ommitted by him for a profit motive 
would indicate especially clearly that both the act and the defendant's 
personality are socially dangerous. But if it is obvious that murder had 
been committed for profit under the influence ofvreal need, an extremely 
rare case u.ndez:' our conditions, then this may be recognized clS a mitigating 

[, 

circumstance .. At. the same time if the murder occurred d1,lring a fight and 
the participants were drunk, material conditions do not play the decisive 
role. In this case it is important to establish such circumstances as 
delivery of the defendant to a @obering station, his public censure at 
his place ofresid.ence, petty rowdyism committed by him, and stich oharac
ter traits as coarseness, impudence, impertinence, and so qn. If the c:r;-ime 
was committed at the place of work then the defendant's attitude toward 
labor, his compliance with labor discipline, participation in social life, 

" measures of adxi(l.l;nistrativE) and social infl~ence imposed against him, and 
(, so on acquire special significance. Under other conditions, for example 
when a wife murdered a husband out of jealqusy, these circumstances would 
not have significant mElaning to the .case,while the behav-ior of the de'" 
fendant int11e family, her relationship to her husband, and some character 
traits (hot temper, cruelty, suspiciousness, and SO on) would turn out to 
be extremely important. '0 
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Ina murd~r case aggravated by rape we need to clarify whether or not the 
defendant was mentally or physiologically de~ia.p.t, and we need to establish 
whether or not he had encroached upon the honor of women in the past or dis
played aharacter tr~its such as impertinence, cynicism, and lack of disci-
pJ.ine. The ,list of these qu,estions demonstrates by itself that they are 
specific to a crime committed on, se~ua1 soil. 

, ~ 

Special attention should be devoted in an inquiry on violatioris of labor 
protection regulations to gathering information on the defendant's past 
activity and on his attitude toward his service obligations; meanwhile{~)iJl 
a case of malicious evasi6nof cQ,imony payment special attention should be 
d,evoted to themeral countenance of the defendant 'and his attitude toward the 
family. 

The range of information on the defendant's personality to be clarified will 
differ significantly, in the same way, depending on whether the defendant 
is an individual who lives and works in a certain place and had committed 
a crime for the first time, or he is a criminal recidivist working nowhere, 
not having a permanent place of residence, and leading a parasitic way of life. 

Jfowever, we sl-.,u}.d not conclude from the above that no attention should be 
devoted to information on the defendant's personality not associated directly 
with the circurrstances of the crime. This information has significance to 
correctexam:fnation of the case. It helps the exfunining magistrate to pro
periy'eva1uate the evidence he possesses and, in a number of cases, to reveal 
new evidence, and it helps the court to take full account of the personality 
.of the in'dividual committing the crime, to properly determine his social 
danger, and thus to promote individualization of thepunishffient. 

'ffthis connection we cannot agree with the opinion of<:;,M. S. Strogovich, who 
nelieves that the defendant's work at his place of employment and public 
work have no significance as mitigating circumstances ina case of premedi
tated murder for profit, out .of jealousy, and other base motives, and that 
" if thE;!. court were to take account 9:!= such work, even though it may be q1,li te 
positive; as a mitigating circumstan~~1 this would doubtlessly be a distor
tion of 'the tasks of court activity .;J6 
It would appear that B. Korsakov and A. Lyubavin take tqe correct approach. 
They w,rite that "the defendant I s attitude toward his work and social obli
gations would have differing significance ip a case of malfeasance and in 
a murder case. 'In the first case his attittide may be not only a mitigating 
or, aggravatin~ circumstance when determining the punishment, but it may also 
encourage release from punishment. In a murder case, meanwhile, it appears 
to us tliat it would not have such a deci~ive significance, but we cannot 
fully negate its significance as a circumstance affecting the size '~of the 
peni;llty, and on this basis we cannot exclude it as evidence from a case of 
this category."~7 

() 
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It is not by chance that the Plenum of the. USSR supremenCourt $tated in . 
Decree No 4; 4 June 1960, nOn c(:mrt Practice in Cases o'f premeditatl?¢I. Murder," 
that "it is very important in"murder bases to clarify data on the personality 
of the accused; which should inclUde not only his.. first name, .middle name, . 
last name: and age, but also information on his family position, his pur
suits, his attitude toward work, his behavior at home, his past, and other 
iiformationdescribing the positive and negative aspectsDof the aocused. u28 . 
In another decree the PlenUIII of the USSR Suprente, Court tur~d the attention 
of the courts to the fact that "when resolving the issue of"'\guilt. the court 
must not examine actions incriminating the accused in isolation from tne 
positive aspects of his activity.,j29 This is why in all cases information 
on the defendant's personalityni'ust be clarified in a vCllfi.rneand'completeness 
that would insure. establishment of not only the content of the crime but also 
all other 'circumstances characterizing the defendant's personality and having 
significance to the case. In particular, nthose aspect:;; of·the defendantJs 
personality which are in correspondence or, oppo$itely, in direc.t conflict 
with the nature and features of the criminal act being examined by thecQurt 
and thus having an influence on the dedision on th.,e defendant's guilt and on 
the extent o£ his responsibility, are subject to analysis. uSO ~s Yu. Manayev 
correctly notes, lIthe personality of the individual at fault must be evalu.ated 
in its concrete manifestations, and not only in crimes but also in other 
living situations.,,31 

At the same time we should emphasize that when studying the defendant's per~ 
sonality we must not invade his intimate life if it does not have a bearing 
on the crime being studied and the causes promoting its commission. 

FOOTNOTES 

1. 'l'he presentation in this work on research on the defendant's person,ality 
pertains in equal measure to the persona~ity of a suspectr of course with 
a cons;i.derationof his status in the' proc£eedings. 

\ 

" 2. Mud'yugin, G., and Stepichev, S'i "What Res~rch on l'1'!lrder Ca.~es Has 
Shown," SO'VETSKAY,A YOSTITSIYA, No 24, .1~66. 

3. SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA ZAKONNOST t
, NO 9, .1959. 

See 'for example the deci~ion on the "Krylov caSe (BYUL~TEN'VERKHOVNOGO 
SUDA ~SFSR, No 5, 1966, P 12); on the Aliyev case, 0ll the Blednov ·i:maBud.~ 
ayev case, and on the Sinit'sin caSe (tlSho;!::'!)ik postanovleniyPlenuma,Prez'" 
idiuma i opredeleniy Sudebnoy kollegiipo ugo1Qvnyindeiam VerkhovnogQ Suda 

. RS:F'SR 1961-1963 gg." .. (Collection of the pecrees' of ,th~ Plenum and Presidium 
and Decisions of the Collegium for Criminal Cases of theoRS;FSR Supr~e 
.court, 1961-1963), Izd":vo Yuridiches:k;aYa"'l:.itera,tura,1964, pp 1,55, i56) •. 
ThUs, altering the sentence in the Gase of ;Bled nov and Budayev, the 
Collegium .for criminal CaseseXpla.ined, its /, action by thefaot: t!1.at the. 
court had pr.E!scribed an excessiVelY severe punishment £or these individuals 
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without a consideration for their personalities and, in particular, for 
the fact that tbey "ha~ not been con~:i.cJ;:ed formerly, possess young child
ren, and have done socl.ally useful wOlillit?:;tt the, kolkhoz." 

\) , " 
)-':'\".; 

See Leykih, N. S., "Lichnost' prestupnika i ugolovanayaotvetstvennost'" 
(The, Personality of the Criminal and Criminal Responsibility) (I Izd-vo 

LGU ,1968, for greater detail on the significance of the criminal':s 
personaii't:y to resolving the issues of release from criminal responsi
bility, institution of criminal proceedings, and prescription oe pun-

" ishment. 

5. Ap examination of issues pertaining to research on the criminal's per
sonality baseC{ on a group of cases wo~,ld range beyond the bounds of the 
present work, since this is a subject of criminological analysis (con
cerning this, see for example Sakharov, A. B., "0 Hchnos!;i prestupnika 

-, . i) . >..-" 

6. 

7. 

8. 

i prichinakh prestupnostiv SSSR" (The Personality of the Criminal and 
the Causes of Criminality in the USSR), Gosyurizdat, 1961; "Voprosy;,,,-, 
metodiki izucheniya i preduprezhdeniyaprestupleniy" (Issues in the 
Procedures for Studying and preventing Crime), Gosyurizdat, 1962; 
.Gertsenzon, A. A., "Vvedeniye v sovetskuyu kriminologiyu" ,(Introduction 
to Soviet 1riminology), Izd-vo Yuridicheskaya Literatura, 1965; Stepichev, 
S. S., "Research on Individual, Types of Crimes and P:r:actical Use of Its 
Resul ts," 1.1 "Probiemy iskoreneniya prestupnosti" (Problems in Uprooting 
Crime), Izd"'-V'o Yu:ddicheskaya Lite::::atura, 1965; "Sovetskaya krimin.ologiya" 
(Soviet Criminology), Izd-vo Yuridicheskaya :t.iteratura, 1966; "Kriminolo"':'-

o giya" (Criminology), Izd-vo Yuridiche9,kaya Literatura, 1968). 

See for example the decision of the Collegium for Criminal Cases of the 
RSFSR Supreme Court in the '" Ivanov case (" Sbornik postanovleniyPrezidiuma 
i opredeleniy Sudebnoy kollegii po ugolovnymdelam Verkhovnogo Suda RSFSR 
,1957-1959 gg. 1\ (Collection of Decrees of the Presidiulll and Decisions of 
the Collegium for Criminal Cases of the RSFSR Supreme Cotrrt, 1957-1959), 
Gosyurizdat, 1960, pp 23-24). 

A1 tering the sentence in the Simontenkova case " in which Simontenkova 
was sentenced to 2 years of imprisoflIl).ent for stealing a lady's :purse 
containing money, and, deciding that :this punishment was arbitrary, the 
Collegium for criminal Cases of the RSFSR Supreme Court explained its 
decision by the fact that the convict, a mother of,two young children, 
was ptegnant at the time she committed the crime.Simontenkova had. not 
been convi,cted formerly, and she had returned the stolen article to its 
owner. Simontenkova's husband, who haa formerly been a teacher, was a 
pensioner at that time; stricken with pulmonary tuberculosis. All of 
'~this indicates concurrence of difficult family circumstances for Simon
tehkqva (SOVETSKAYA YUSTITSIYA~ No 11, 1959, P 88) • 

.:;.:;. 

See foi;' example the decision of the Collegium for Criminal Cases of the 
USSR Supreme Court in the Omel'kovich case and the Molashvili case; in 
particular, denying' a protest by the USSR General Procurator, who requested 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

9hange of sentence for Molashvili from death, by firingsquad.to 15 years 
of imprisonntent, the collegium explained its agtionby stating that 
"Throughout his whole life Molashvili had not worked anywhere 'and led a 
paxasitib way of life. In '1.949 he was convicted of speculation; after 
serving his sentence lie was again convicted for robbexy; nor did he seek 
employment anywhere after completing his sentence in 1958 .. less'the working 
days accrued" (BYULLETEN' VERKHO'VNOGO SUDA SSSR, No 5.1 1962, PI' 3AJ: 3,5.); . 
USSR Supreme Court Plenum Decree No 7, 26. August 1966, "On Improving the 
Activity of Court, Agencies in Fighting crimeti (BYULLETEN' WRKHOVNOOO SUDA 
SSSR, No 5, 1966, p 14). '" /J 

"Sovetskaya kriminologiya,'i Izd-vo Yuridicheskaya Literatura, 1966, l? laS. 

"Voprosy metodild izucheniya i preduprezhdeniya prestui?leniY.I" Gosyu
rizdat, 1962, p14. 

Me1'nikova, yu., "consideration of Data on the Convict's Personality by 
the Court," SOTSIALIS.'l'lCijESKAYA ZAKONNOST', No 1, 1969. \ " 

Kovalev, A. G., "psikhologiya lichnosti" (psychol.ogy of tlie personality) t 
Izd-vo :Prosveshcheniye, 1965,p 14. 

" Kon, I. S., "Sotsiologiya lichnostilt (sociol.ogy of the personality), 
Politizdat, 1967, p 7 •. 

We note that,atithors of works devoted to xesearch on the.defendantis 
personality p;ropose a different categorization of information making up 
in its entirety the Volume of such research. For example N. T. Veder
nikov developed the following classification for information on the 
personality of a subject who had committed a crime: 

1. Biographical data. 
2. Information on material situation. 
3~ Information on health and the psychological features of the guilty 

individual. 
4. Social-production description. 
5~ Sociopolitical description. 
6. Social-domestic description. 
1. Attitude",of the guilty individual towa~¢l hi$ act and his behavior 

in the, course or theinqui:ry (l'Izuqhe.niye lichnostiL ,prestu,Pnikav 
protsesserassledovaniya"' (Research on the Critninal'sPersonality 
During an Inquiry), Tomsk, 1968, p 33) .. 

'the authqrs of the present bOok had also grouped information on the 
defendant t s, personaiitysornewhatdiffereni:l.y, int,hefr previousworj{. ' 
For example in the fitst edition of this book (l-Ioscow, 1961) and, in 
theoook "Voprosy metodikiizucheniYa i preduprezhdeniya prestuplend:.y" 
(Moscow; 1962) this infQ:z;ma;tion wa!;l divided int,o 10 gl';OUPS, and it was 
divided into eight groups i'~ thearf,.'1'cle"volumeFdl>.iethOdsofResearch" 
on the Defendant I S Personal~ty" (SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA ZAAONNOST I ,f ,.No 3 i' " 
1965). ,0, . . . "'" 
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N. S. Leykina proposed dividing information on the criminal's personality 
subject to clarification during an inquiry and court examination of a 
case into the fOllowing"four groups: 

l. 
(j 2. 

3. 
4 . 

Biographical data and psychophysical features. 
Psychological features. 
$ocial-produc~;ton description. 
Social-domestic description ("Lichnost' prestupnika 

... ptvetstvennost' ," Izd-vo !..GU, 1968, pp 127-128). 
i ugolovnaya 

However, despite differences in both the names of the proposed categories 
and the distribution of individual indices among these categories" all 
al,lthors believe. that research on the ~lefendant' s personality must produce 
information describing; with adequate completeness, the subject as an 
individual and as a member of society. 

15.. See for example the decision on the Shitiv (Shchyetye) case and the 
M. case ("Sbornik postanovl,eniy Plenuma i opredeleniy Kollegiy Verkhov
nogo S'uda SSSR po voprosam ugolovnogo protsessa, 1946-1962 gg." (collec-

) tion pf Decrees of the Plenum and Decisions of the Collegium of the 
USSR Supr~ 1e Court Concerning Issues in the Criminal Process, 1946-1962), 
Izd-vo Yuridicheskaya Literatura, 1964, pp 252, 253). Thus the Collegium 
for Criminal Cases of the RsFSR Supreme Court denied the protest of the 
RSFSR Deputy Procurator and agreed with the decision of the peoples' 
court, according to which the case against Krylov was returned for addi
tional inquiry because the agencies of preliminary inquiry had not fully 
clarified data on Krylov's personality; in particular, they had not estab
lished his place of birth precisely (BYULLETEN' VERKIiOVNOGO SUDA RSFSR, 
No 5,1966, p 12). 

16. The. decision .of the Collegium for Criminal Cases of the USSR Supreme 
Court concerning the case of Leshchevskiy and Misyunas stated that pro
viding an interpreter to a,l,defendant unfamiliar with the language in 
which the legal proceedings are being conducted is one of the constitu
tional. principles ·of Soviet justice, and failure to comply with this 
principle would mean reversal of the sentence (Sbornik postanov1eniy 
P1enuma i opredeleniy Kollegiy Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR po voprosam ugo-
10vnogo protsessa, 1946-1962 gg.," p 17). 

17. See for example the decision in the Arakelov case, in which it was stated 
that whew <lata .are present producing dOubt. in the mental integrity of the 
defendant, ,investigatory agencies and the court are obligated to call a 
psychiatric expert commission (Sbornikpostanovleniy Plenuma i oprede1-
eniy K011egiy Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR po,> voprosam ug010vnogo protsessa 
1946-1962 ig.," P 134). . 

18. Thus the Collegium for Criminal Cases of the USSR Supreme Court reversed 
the sentence in the Kiri110va case inasmuch as Kirillovawas deaf and the 
case was examined by the court without participatipn of counsel (Ibid., 
p 21). 
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19. From ma.terials 0:1; the Lugansk Procurator's Of;f;ice. 

20. Karpets,I. I., "Some Issues in the Methodology of Criminal ;Law and 
Criminological Research," SOVETSKOYE GOSUDARSTVO I PRAVO, No 4, 1964, 
P 101. 

21. Levitov, N. D., "Voprosy psikhologii kharaktera" (Problems in the 
Psychology of the Character), Moscow, 1956, p 14. 

22. "Psikhologiya" (Psychology), Uchpedgiz,. 194.8, pp 439 ... 440. 

23 . Pavlov, I.' P. I "DVadtsatiletniy opyt rabotyi' (Twenty Years I of Experience 
in Work), Medgiz, 1956, p 299. 

24. Strogovich t M. S. t "Material'naya istina i sudebnYYe dokazid:.el'stva v 
sovetskom tl,golovnom protsesse" (Material Truth and Legal Evidence in 

o 

the soviet criminal Prooess), Izd-vo AN SSSR,J.955, p 372. [) 

25. Mud 'yugin, G., and Stepichevi S., "Research on the Personality of the 
Defendant and the V;i·ctim During Inquiries into Murders and Bodily As
s.aults," SOTSIALIS(:~~'HESKAYAZAKONNOST" No 12, 1966. 

26 •.. Strogovich, M. $., Ope cit., p 278. 

27. Korsakov, B .• , and J:.yubavin, A., "Research on the Defendant's Personality," 
SOTSIAL:tSTICHESKAYA ZAKONNOST', No 2,1959, P 23. 

28. BYULLETEN' VE;RKHOVNOGO SUDA SSSR, No 4, 1960, P 50. Thus the collegiUm 
for Criminal Cases of; the USSR Supreme Court indicated in its decision 
on the case of Shtan'ko, convicteo. for murder, that the att:itude of the 
accused toward his social obligatiQn~ al:;po had important significance 
to the question of punishment in sucih cases as well. In particru1.ar the 
collegium explained this decision by the fact that lithe testimony of 
witnesses and the description attached to the case indicate thattbe 
collectives and the administration of the .enterprise in which Shtan'ko 
had worked descrihe him as a good comrade without any faults, and that 
Shtan'ko had been recognized many times for good ind;ices in fulfilling 
his produotion assigi"lIllents" (BYIJI;LETEN' VElRKHOVNOGO SODA SSSR, No 5,. 
1960, P 35). 

29. "Voprosy ugolovnogo protsessa v praktike Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR" O:ssues 
in Criminal p.rocess in the Practice of the USSR Supreme Court), Yurizdat, 
1948, p 74. 
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CHAPTER II 

SIGNIFICANCE OF INFORMATION ON THE DEFENDANT'S 
PERSONALITY AND HIS BEHAVIOR AS EVIDENCE 

51. Significance of Information on the Defendant's Personality as Evidence 

The question as to the significance of information obtained by studying the 
def end2mt ' s .. j?ersonali ty as evidence should be answered on the basis of the 
general premj ~.~s of the theory of eVidence in the Soviet criminal ,Process 
and therequ~rements of the law of criminal procedure. 

According to Article 16 of the Fundamental Principles of criminal Legal 
proceedings of the USSR and the Union Republics, evidence in a criminal case 
would include any facts on the basis of which inquest agencies, the examining 
magistrate, and the court establish, in the order prescribed by law, the 
presence or absence of a socially dangerous act, the guilt of the individual 
committing this act, and other circumstances having significance to proper 
resolution of the case. These data are established through testimonies by 
witnesses, the victim, tile suspect, and the accused, through conclusions of 
an expert, thIiough material evidence, and through the records of investiga
tory and court actions and other documents. 

If the facts obtained through a study of the defendant's personality are to 
be permitted as evidence in a case,·they must, first of all, establish pre
sence or absence of a cIiime, the guilt of the individual contrnitting it., or 
other circumstances having significance to proper resolution cjf the case,; 
secondly, the facts must have been obtained by due pIiocess and from sources 
foreseen by law. 

According to Article 69 of the RSFSR UPK [Code of Criminal Procedures] and 
appropriate articles of the UPK of other union republics, all circumstances 
having significance to a case, including those characterizing the defendant's 
personality, can be established by investigatory agencies, the examining 
magistrate, and the court only on the basis of evidence obtained through 
dU~ process--that is, by law. This of course does not preclude the possibility 
of unofficial discussions with representatives of society, with acquaintances 
of thecdefendant, and with his relatives and other indi~iduals who might have 

j , •. 
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knowledge of significant circUlI\stances characterizing his personality. But 
information obtained in this manner is not admissible, and it can serve only 
as leads in searching for. and collective evidence. 1 . 

Besides information from other individuals, communication 'With the defendant 
by the examining magistrate in the course of inquiry may produce a certairtp 
impression on certain qualities of the defendant. In this connection the

d
! 

following question arises: Does the examining magistrate have the right to 
use such observations as grounds for his conclusions on the nature of the 
case in his indictment or in another procedural document summarizing the 
results of the inquiry? A positive answer to this question would donflict 
with the law. The examining magistrate and the court can make conclusions 
as to presence or absence of circufustances having. a significance to the case 
only on the .basis of evidence--that is, facts obtained by due process. How
ever, this does not mean that observation of the defendant's behavior does 
not have any general significance to resear'ch on his personality. On the 
contrary it is necessary, and it often makes it possible to establish ex
tremely important data. 

Thus in a misappropriation case the examining magistrate 
turne.dhisattention to the fact that the accused, A., who 
had been chief of a department of workers' supply ( 'was 
uneducated. This information did not correspond to that 
in the case indicating that he had a special education, 
which he received not long before. the case was opened. 
The examining magistrate .decided to eheck the.documents 
pertaining to his education. His inspection showed that 
the school certificate A. pr.esented when applying to a 
tekhnikum was false. 

Q 

It follows from this that as with information obtained from sources other 
than legal proceedings, the personal observations of art examining magistrate, 
Which are not"a substitute for evidence, help to determine the diredtion of 
inquiry. 

The demand for attaining truth in a case is incompatible with the use of 
information on the d.efendant's personality that is general 1 nonspecific 
and, therefore, unable to be checked out. Therefore general information 
containing assertions that the defendant is "irresponsible, II I!uncorrectable" 
or, on the other hand, "morallY strong, II "hasauthority, 11 and so on i}lhould 
be recogniZed ,as inadequate. -Such judgments acquire1dgnificance only to 
the extent that they derive from specific facts concerrti~g the 'behavior of 
this person. To an equal degree, not every act by thedefenc:1ant c;:an be 
interpreted al3 one characterizing his personality. Only those acts which 
reflect relatively stable behavior of the .defendant should ·be user~ to des-
cribe the personality. .~ 

A particular set of information on the defendant's personality must be 
clarified in each case. However, this information is variable'in its 
significance to legal proceedings and can be divi<:1ed into t'91("O basic9'roups, 
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The first includes data on the defendant's personality included within the 
object of proof in the case, mandatory clarification of which is foreseen 
by the law of criminal action (Article 68, RSFSR UPK). Data on the 
defendant's personality, which characterize the subject as an element of a 
crime (age, responsibility) and identify him (last name, first name, 
middl~ name, sex, and other demographic data), as well as data having signi
ficance as aggra~ating and mitigating circumstances, and circumstances 
promoting commission of the crime, are included in this group. The second 
group includes data on the defendant's personality existing as facts of 
evidence--that is, facts of an auxiliary nature serving as a resource by 
which to establish the circumstances contained within the object of proof. 2 
These data reflect traits and properties of the defendant's personality 
usually having significance as indirect evidence. 

It stands to reason that this division is arbitrary inasmuch as the same 
data may pertain to both the first and the second group, and sometimes 
E"imultaneously to both. For example information on the defendant's occupa
tion and nature of pursuits is usually included within the object of proof 
in the case; at the same time it can sometimes play the role of indirect 
evidence in cC'ses pertaining to crimes requiring certain occupational skills. 
However, thi_ should not serve as grounds for confusing information on the 
defendant's p~rsonality contained within the object of proof and remaining 
outside it. Correct resolution of the question of placing certain information 
on the defendant's personality into the first or second group would insure 
completeness of the evidence of the case and its objective evaluation. 
Meanwhile, failure to consider such a division may distort definitions, as 
a result of which circumstances that must be proven would be interpreted 
as evidence, and this in turn may lead to erroneous conclusions in resolving 
the question of guilt. 

The significatlCe of information on the defendant's personality as evidence, 
when it plays the role of indirect evidence of guilt or innocence of the 
given person,.is the most complex question. Therefore we will examine it 
in greater detail. 

The significance, as evidence, of certain information characterizing the 
defendant's personality depends chiefly on the $pecific circumstances of 
the case being investigated. For example, information on the defendant's 
attitude toward his service obligations.may be significant as evidence, 
if crimi.nal proceedings are instituted against1':he individual for negligence 
or malfeasance. The sarne may be true for information on his behavior within 
the familY if criminal proc.eedings are instituted against him for murde:dng 
his wife or avoiding payment of alimony. . 

As di;;. S. Strogovich rightfully notes, "when an official is accused of negli
gence in his obligations, the attitude of the accused toward his service 
obligations prior to the even~ which served as the grounds for instituting 

(.==-~"=',-oriminal proceedings has very gre,gt significance; in this case, the defendant's 
• :,:,/ >~ 
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former service may shed light on the defendant's action that serves as the 
object of the 9iven case: Is a truly negligent atti~ude toward service 
obligations obvious in the defendant, or is this a chan,ce error, a solitary 
case of .delusion, an unintentional failure?u3 

The significance, as evidence, of information on attitude toward service 
obligations displayed by an individual against whom criminal proceedings 
are instituted for malfeasance has .been noted several times by the Collegium 
for Criminal Cases of the USSR Supreme court. 4 . 

But if the aCdused is subjected to criminal proceedings for, as an exam~er 
robbery or moonshining, then information on his attitude toward service ~ 
obligations or on his behavior within the family would not have, in this 
case, significance as evidence in relation to the crime. However, it would 
characterize the defendant and, consequently, it would have significance 
as circumstances affecting the degree and nature of his responsibility, 
and therefore it should be contained within the object of proof in the case. 

The significance of information characterizing the defendant's personality 
as evidence in a case has been noted in a number of decisions of the Collegium 
for Criminal Cases of the USSR Supreme Court. 5 

The opinion has already been$uggested in legal literature that'information 
reflecting traits and properties of the defendant's personality not only 
has significance to prescription of the punishment. It can also play the 
role of indirect evidence of the guilt or innocence of this person. M. M. 
Grodzinskiy had \olritten that when analyzing the question of a person's guilt 
the examining magistrate must study the defendant's personality, "inasmuch 
as this would be required for revealing the personal properties and traits 
of character that may be in correspondence or in conflict with the given 
act and, in particular, with his motive, and which would strengthen or weaken 
the evidence gathered in the case against the g'iven person," and that "analysis 
of the defendant's personality may also be found to be necessary and useful 
when the court must resolve the basic question as to whether the given 
person committed the act or the latter had not been involved in the crime 
serving as the object of court examination." 6 

Ya. O.Motovilovker also shares this point of view. His opinion is that 
in a case of fraud involving falsification of records, information having 
'significance as evidence would include the fact that tbe defendant had used 
the same metllod to falsify recot'dsearlier, since "there ,is Q. hypothetical, 
objecti~.re relationship :between use of a competently falsified .record in 
this caae .a,nd the circumstance that t.he d~fendant has ce;r:t.ain skills and 
experience in falsifying records for criminal purposes. Ignodng this 
circumstance, in our opinion, would not promote establishment .of truth in 
the cas'e. ,. 7 

" It appears that this ,point of vie\'1 is correct. 8, . In fact,. in a criminal 
dase inV'olvingcounterfeiting, establishment of the fact that the q,efendant 
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had made use of similar procedures earlier to manuf~cture counterfeit money 
does have certain significance as evidence even though it does not prove that 
precisely this person had committed the crime being investigated. Inparticu
lar, establishment of 'this fact would refute the defendant's testimony that 
he does not know how to produce counterfeit money. 

Thus, as is true with presence of special knowledge, capacities, or skills 
used earlier for criminal purposes, the physical, mental, moral, and ethical 
qualities of the defendant as well as traits of his character may have 
significance as eyidence in the evaluation of the entire sum of evidence 
gathered in the case. 9 

Thus some information on the physical properties of the defendant (for ex
ample in a crime requiring considerable physical strength) and on his health 
(for example in a case involving infection with venereal disease) may be . 
used as evidence in the objective aspect of a crime. . 

Ir:.formation on a defendant's work skills and occupation (in particular, welding 
sk~lls in a safe-cracking case, knowledge of anatomy in a murder case involving 
dismemberment of the corpse) has considerable significance to the question as 
to whether or ~otthe defendant dould have committed an adt that may incrimin
ate him. 

unique features of the defendant's character may also be of no less significance. 

External characteristics may sometimes have significance to the question as 
to whether or not the individual accused is the one who had committed the 
crime. 

Information on the criminal matching dist.inctive characteristics of the 
accused, particulary the finger prints, which would be evidence of that 
person's presence in the place in which they were detected, can be used as 
indirect accusatory evidence. Identification of the individual on the basis 
of typical outward characteristics can also serve as indirect evidence. 

The outward characteristics of the criminal may be reflected in the clues 
and objects discovered at the place of the crime. Marks made by the hands, 
legs, and teeth, as well as hair, clothing, and cigarette putts revealed 
during an inspection are valuable sources of information on the personal 
features of the criminal. In some cases the agreement or disagreement of 
such information with information on the defendant's personality may lead 
to~conV'iction, while in other cases it may lead to exoneration. 

However, we must not forget that the significance of such information to 
revealing a crime is considered not only by investigators and the court 
but also by the criminals themselves. Therefore to disorient the investiga
tor they sometimes intentionally wear shoes of the wrong size or leave ob
'jects belonging to other people at the place of the incident, and so on. 
But such traps would not hinder establishment of the truth if information on 
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the criminal's personality having significance as indirect evidence is 
subjected, together with other 1!laterials of the case, to thorough" inspection, 
and careful, critical evaluation during the inquiry and the court examination. 

Thus information on the defendant's personality may play the role of indirect 
evidence (both that which condemns and that which e~onerates) used in re.,. 
solving the issue as to the person's part:icipation or nonparticipa.tion in 
the crime under investigation, his guilt or innocence, and the goals and 
motives of his actions.' 

HoWever, not all'information on the defendant's personality can have signi
ficance as indirect evidence of his guilt. In particular, it woul,d be wrong 
to USe the defendant's paSt record of convictions as evidence of his guil,t 
in the crime being investigated, since presence of a criminal record in the 
past acquires significance only .fl:fter the person's guilt inth¢ case under 
examination is proven. 

A recorC\ of convictions cannot serve as evidence of guiul t of the defendant 
in a case presently under investigation or examination. 

The USSR Supreme court Plenum dismissed a case against 
Da~Jdov, who was convicted of robbery, rape, and assault, 
stating that there were grounds in the case materials for 
concluding that agencies Ct'f preliminary investigation had 
not taken steps t6 reveal and establish the persons who had 
committed the crime. Criminal proceedings were instituted 
against Davydov in this case due to one-sided,unobjective 
assessment o.f information' on Davydov· s personalityI' from 
which we can see that he had been subjected to c~imina1 
action in the past and was convicted for gangsterism'. 10 

'lIowever, although the :fact of former convictions cannot serve as . eviden~e " 
of the defendant's guilt in the case undergoing investigation or examination, 
this should not preclude investigation of the information in the case in 

\ ~;-> 

which the accused had been convicted ea~~ier. 

A distinction should be seen between information indicating a former con
viction--that is, a verdidt of guilty fartha pa,rt.o..cul.arperson; and eVidenge 
that served as the grounds for such a vetdict. Facts, incluQirig information 

'on the defendant's personality, contaIned in a case in which the defendant 
had been convicted earlier, retain their significance as evidenc~ afte~ the 
sentence is passed. They can be used as evidenoe once again When the indiv
idual is subjected to criminal action a seQond time. 

According' to the interpretation of Al;'tic1e aa of the'R$;FS~ Ul?l<,. a verdict of 
guilt or irmocence in another ca.se can serve as a document in:thematerial,s 
of a case presently under investigation. The significance, as ev;!.de;nce\", of 
such a verdict as a document is not. restricted to ce;rtificat.ion of':ene fact 
of former conviction. :rt contains information on the defen¢lant's pe:i::'s9uality, 
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a deScription of· the criminal act indicating the place, timet and method , 
of itsj, commission, ,.the natt:u;e of guilt, and the motives a',?d consequences 
Of theL.,crime, and other inforxnation that had been checked' out in its time. 
Becau~1!) facts tnq,t may nave significance to a new case ar~l presented in it, 
citing the sources, the verdict satisfies the demands imp<lfsed upon derived 
evidence. /:' J 

Xn this case we sbould em~hasize that, in the first pJ"ace, it is not the 
conclusions of the court on a former case hut rather th~facts upon which 
these conclusions were based th.at have significance as evidence in the case 
under examination in regard to the defendant's guilt Or innocence; second~y, 
these facts must be subjected to the same thorough testing as all other 
evidence. Since a verdict used: as a document in another case is secondary 
evidence, then the initial source--that is, the materials of the case in 
which it was m,ade, can be used to check the data i.t contains. As a rule a 
case that has 'been investigatecl and examined in a qualified manner contains 
complete information on the defendant's personality¥ on his capabilities, 
habits, .and ties, and so on. Therefore if we know that the defendant had 
been subjected to criminal action in another case, the latter deserves 
serious .attention on -the part of the examining magistrate and the court. 

Discussing t;.~ possiblity for using information on the defendant's person
ality as indirect evidence, we should recall that no item of such informa
tion taken separately can serve as grounds for concluding on the guilt or 
innocence of~the defendant. For such a conclusion, indirect evidence per
taining to the defendani:' s personality must be evaluated in its entirety 
ana in comhinatio~ with alb other evidence gathered in the case. Presence 
of only information on the suspect's personality describing his negative 
side cannot he used as evidence of his guilt. As M. M. Grodzinskiy right
fully noted, "particular items of information on the defendant's personality 
cannot serve as independent evidence in the case because just the presence 
of known tendencies, habits, and features in the defendant cannot pe used 
as grounds for a definite conclusion as to whether this person had or had 
not committed the' given act; moreover, such information does not even afford 
a possibility for structuring a hypothesis on this issue of any 16gic 
whatsoever." I I 

Use of indirect evidence requires metiCUlous work, knowledge, and experience 
on the Part,of the examining magistrate and the court. They must know ho~ 
to det.ermine whether or not certain circumstances I including those charac
te:rizing the defendant's p.ersonali ty f can or cannot play the role of evidence 
under the given specific conditions. In particular, the most important 
criterion in evaluating the significance, as evidence, of a particular 
circumstance characterizing the defendant's personality must :Qe the motive 
for the crime. We usually cannot interpret these circumstances as evidence 
if ths'motive is not clarified. We kno'lY' that "not knowj,ng the moti\~e, we 
cannot understand why a person Seeks one goal rather than anbther and, con
sequently, we cannot 'tlnderstand the true meaning of his actions.,,12 

(<'l 
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This is why, "if/presenoe of a oertain motive and its inoorrespondenoe with 
the personal properties of the defendant are established, then this oi~oum
stanoe would s~fve as one of the arguments indioating that the defendant 
had not oommitted the orime; but when the reverse relationship holds the 
oourt would possess ex~emely important evidenoe as to the guilt of the 
given individual." 1 3 . . , 

In turn, as We had already noted, data on the personality have important 
signifioanoe to oiarifying the motives behind a orime. In partioular, this 
is stated direotly in Deoree No 4, 4 June 1960, of the USSR Supreme Court 
Plenum "On Court Praot~oe in Cases of Premeditated Murdex-. II IIAll of'these 
data must be revealed, II' the deoree states, "not only to determine the degree 
9f the defendant's sooial danger and to presoribe the punishment, but also 
beoause they may have signifioanoe in a number of. oases to revealing the 
oiroumstanoes of the orime and, in partioular, the motives behind its bom
mission. " IIJ. 

The main point is that when evaluating the signifioanoe, as evidenoe, of 
oertain items of information characterizing the defendantfs personality, 
investigators and workers of the procuracy and the court must eV.uluate the 
available evidence on the basis of their own internal oonvi9'1:ions, grounded 
on a multifaceted, complete, and objective examination of all ",ciroumstances 
of the case in their entirety, guiding themselves by law and socialist jus
tice. 

§2. The Significance of the Defendant's Behavior as E~~Qence15 

In addition to the data on the defendant's personality examined here, so~ 
called 1/ behavioral evidence" has great signifioance as evidenoe. Suoh 
indireot evidence is unique, in partioular, in that it is produoed by the 
defendant himself, ,.who exposes himself through his own behavioJ;'. But its 
uniqueness is not restricted just to this alone. While evidence pertaining 
to the defendant's personality is in a sense statio in nature (for exampl;e 
the properties, knowledge, and habits of the defendant i'l,t the moment the 
orime was oommi tted), behavioral eyidence refleotsthe defendant's person
ality in its dynamios-"'in his actions and statements. While dati'l, charaoter'" 
izing the defendant's personality exist independently of the crime incrimin
ating him, behavior"eV'id~!}E~=~~~ the oontrary, closely associated,Cwith 
the crime. Moreover QP..:;1,y" that behavio~f the defendant whioh is assocl.ated 
with the crime has <'§i'gnificance as evidence. But if an associi'l,tionoannot 
be established between the defendant's hehaviorand the c::t;"ime under investi
gation, then such hehavior cannot serve as evidence. 'rhis is 12recisely 0 

why manifestations of the defendant's Physioal or moral sti'l,tec~nnot be used 
as evidenoe. Reactions of the defendant to pi'l,~picular oourtp~dcee,dings 
may va~. For example a defendant may speak wi~hout pause$ as if he were 
reciting a text by heart, or he may sei'l,roh for his words; he mi'l,Y remain 
indifferent, or he may become embarrassed; he may"Jjecome .embi'l,l:'rassed or i:g
dignant; he may pi'l,le or redden; he may cry pr laugh, and sO on. Suoh reactiOns 
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by the defenda;~t depend b~sical1y upon his character or temperameht,the 
state i8f his l;lervous system, and so on. It is practically impossible to 

. establish the cause behind a particular psychophysiological reaction by the 
defendant and H:s association with his guilt or innocence. Therefore these 
reactions byth(~ .defendant are not treated as having significance as evidence 
in eithe~ Soviet,Qriminal action or court practice and investigation. 

(,.: "'~j 

Nor can. a defenai.7'~·.t' s silence (his refusal to answer certain questions or 
to giv~ anytestiliony at all).$erve as evidence. This silence may be moti
vated, in the fi=st place, by personal considerations of the defendant not 
associated with committing a crime, for example a "reluctc:mce to betray the 
true criminal; secondly, a.."1d what is most important, giving testimony is 
the right of a defendant and not an oblig~tion. It stands to reason that 
reluctance .of a defendant 'i:o exercise his right is not evidence of his guilt. 

~owe~er~ t~is does not m~~n that the examining magistrate a~d court shou~d 
rema~n J.:nd~fferent to the way the defendant reacts to questl.ons. ConfusJ.:on, 
avoidance of a direct response, sudden embarrassment, and reactions similar 
to these should be interpreted as unique indicators of the circumstances' 
°that should be checked out. Thus ,while suhhmanifestations of the defen-
dant's behav~ c do not have significance as evidence, they do have crimino
logidal significance, sometimes being the grounds for structuring an approp
riate hypothesis • 

. J) 

- Only the following forms of the defendant's (suspect's) behavior are recog-
"nizec1 as evidence, j,rrespective of whether they are manifested after or prior 
to the crime: 

1) Behavior associated with avoidance cf impending punishment; 

2) display of.·an awar.aness that would condemn the defendant--that is, aware
ness of events and the nature or circumstances of the crime which could be 
known only to persons guilty of the crime; 

3) other forms of behavior indirectly indicating the defendant's recognition 
oof his own guilt. 

The first group of behavioral evidence, which is the largest, includes all 
forms of behavior manifested by the criminal to avoid responsibilities for 
th.e acto. 

o q 

This 1I(l'afensive r.eaction,r is manifested clearest of all by a criminal after 
he leaL'nS that agencies of preliminary inquil:'Y suspect his participation in 
the crime. But even before this he sometimes tries to conceal the act'from 
surrounding individuals. 

Trying to avoid responsibility the criminal often does things Which an 
innocent person would not do (for example hs may Clestroy his clothing or 
simulate mental illness). In'an attempt to find a likely explanation for 
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the consequences of the crime he often devises one versiq,n a£teranother, 
fa~ling to note that they contradict one another. 

Because it is unnatural for an innocent person f s.uoh behavior raises sus
picions among surrounding individualS, including the examining magistratG. 
But if it is subsequently revealed that such behavior could not have been 
elicited by neutral causes, it acquires significance as evi4ence, transforming 
into behavioral evidence. . 

Behavioral evidence of the first group includes the following-'l:ypes; Direct 
avoidance of investigation by the defendant r false testimony; falsification 
of evidence (including staging)~ and concealment and destruction of clues 
of the crime and other evidence. Howev~rr if these actions are'parto! the 
c~ime being investigated and are themselves subject to proof, then they 
cannot be interpreted as behavioral evidence (for. example ly:Lng ,-in a perjury 
case, avoidance of prosecution in a caSe of escape from the place of·pre
trial imprisonment). 

Direct avoidance of investigation by the defendant can be expressed thro'llgh 
concealed change in place of residence, living and hiding with fal$e docu
ments, simulating mental illneSS, and so on. Practice shows that such be .... 
havior by the defendant usually testifies to his participatien in the cr;i.me. 

Naturally, only true aveidance of investigation can be behavioral evidence; 
for example the defendant's failure .to appear for interrogatien cannot be 
interpreted as indirect evidence of his guilt. The cause of such behavior 
may not be asseciated with cennnission ef a crime, and thereiforewe must . 
always first clarify why the defendant failed to appear fer interrogation~ 

Among methods of concealing the truth, we usually encounter false testimony 
by the defendant, or his falsehood in private. letters, discussions, and so on. 
The defendant often advances a raIse version, and sometimes not just one but 
several mutually exclusive version!'3 in succession;' as one version is. refuted 
by the examining magistrate he suggests anothe1:7. ., 

However, lying ,by ·the de;f~n4p.nt is hardly ci.1Ways evidE;!nc;:e .0f".hiSgUi;Lt. c. 

Circumstances hot associatedl with participation of the defendant in the 
crime may be the cause of~lyin9'.The;t:'efbre lying by, the defendant can be 
interpreted as behavioral 'eV'idenc.e only after an investigation exoludes 
all neutral causes, and a desire'.pfthe defendant t~,mislead the. examining 
magistrateantl ,-conceal his participation in the crime llnller:<:inves1;;igation 
remains as 'the sole calIse. Moreover, ., riot every ;falsehood has significance 
as evidence. FQr example· it is entirely obvious. tha.t false denial or gU;i;L t 
by the defendant 1.s not. evidence eondemning him, even· though it ,is ~llgelld~r¢d 
by a desire to avx?id .i?uni'sl:1mertt. In this case it does hot matter whe~er 
he falsely denies conunission o,fthe .c;t:'imeas a wl;lole lOr some particular 
element of the .c1:7ime, for example the intent. 
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Only the de:eendant's :ealse denial ef evidence cendemning him er false alibis 
can have significance as evidence. As with all indirect evidence, these £acts 
ef lying by the defendant become evidence when a causal relatienship can be 
hypethesized between such evidence and the defendant's guilt. Fer example 
if the defendant falsely asserts in a murder case that he had nermal relatien
ships with the victim, and if the examining magistrate establishes that they 
bated each ether, then the defendant's participatien in the crime ceuld have 
been the cause fer such testimeny. 

In such cases we unaveidably enceunter the questien: What is the reasen fer 
falseheed? After all, if the defendant is innecent then it weuld appear that 
he weuld have no.. need to. lie; denying entirely harmless facts and thus hind
ering the inquiry. This produc_es the legical hypethesis that the mest preb
able cause ef the defendant's lying is his desire to. aveid responsibility 
:eer the cemmissiened crime. This cenclusien is also. cenfirmed by the fel
lewing censiderations. In the Seviet criminal precess, defendants de net 
~ear criminal respensibility fex false witness. On ene hand the law enceur
ages,the defendant to. give true testimeny, interpreting epen-hearted rGlpen
tence as a mitigating circ~stance and, en the ether hand, it interprets the 
mest maliciellsferm ef a 'defendant's lying--accusatien ef an innecent person-
as an aggravating circumstance. Court practice interprets persistent lying 
by the defen~~nt in the same way. 16 

The law of criminal action also. imposes sanctiens fer a defendant's attempt 
at hindering establishment efthe truth in the course ef inquiry: Article 
Bgef the RSFSR UPK interprets such behavier by the defendant as greunds 
fer impes.ing suppressien measures en him. But, as we knew, the defendant's 
falSeheed lies at the basis ef such attempts~7 Therefere when the defendant 
knewingly lies, the prebablity that such lying is elicited by his partici.
patien in the crime is usually rather high. 

lfalsificatien ef evidence, the mest widespread practices being false testi
meny by witnesses: espeC!ially falSe alibis by the defendant, and fabricatien 
ef false gecuments, is the gravest behavieral evidence. An example ef falsi
ficatien ef decumentsmay be netes frem the victim prier to. his death written 
by the murderer to. establish an apparent suicige. 

But while the writing ef false decuments enters into. the ebjective side ef 
the crime being investigated, it is net.behavioral evidence. Fer example 
the writing ef ficticieus erders fer r$llOval ef valuables being stelen is. 

,a necessary ele~ent ef the methed ef the misapprepriatien and, therefere, 
cannot be interpreted as behavioral evidence .•.. 

Semetimes"criminals try to. use devised evidence to. turn the suspicien ef 
investigatery agencies. to. an innecent persen. Fer example when cemmi tting 
murd~r, rebbery, theft, arid ether crimes reqUiring that an individual he 

'pJ:'esent at the place ef the crime, criminals may leave the decuments and 
,Property ef ethers there. 
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Often the criminal Cl:'eatesan entire complex of devised evidence with the 
intention Of staging toe entire crime. The purPf..)se of such staging' is either 
to confirm a false version suggested by the criminal or to lead the examining 
magistrate h~self to a,fals~ conclusion of advantage to the criminal. 
criminals clos'ely associated with the object of transgression resort to 
staging. Fearing that they may be suspected of the crime they try to dire.ct 
the inquiry along a false path. 

n.tt~~~;:;:::;' 

" The firs't group of behavioral evidence also includes the defendant's destruc-
tionor concealment of clues of the crime and objects having signif~carice 
as material evidence, for example removing blood spots from clothing or burning 
objects on which they remain, and destroying traces made by footwear and 
vehicles or compromising documents. 

o 
The more valuable the destroYed obj ect and the less probable the causes. 
of its destruction other than a des it,d to conceal clues of a commissioned 
crime may .be, the more significance destruction of evidence has as behavioral 
evidence. Discovery of property held by the defendant, associated with the 
crime and concealed .in unusual places (for example in the ground, in hay) 
also serves as evidence of tne defendant·s guilt~ 

The significance of awax;eness of the crime as evidence ,is grotmde(;lon the' 
fact that most crimes are commissioned without witnesses, and therefore onlY 
the criminal can usually know of the crime's q,etails (with the exception of 
the victim if he had been present and remained alive).. 

l'Ianifestation. of an awareness of guilt may be conscious~(whenthe defendant 
confesses his guilt} or unconscious (when he denies his guilt). 

Unconscious manifestation of awa:r;-eness is of especially great inte:r;-est. In 
thiscC').se the defendant, who does not want to reveal himself and who does 
not recognize the significance of his behavior, talks al:1out circumstances' 
of the crime, of which he "would not have ,been aware had he not been a partici
pant. A person who lies often forgets that he wants to conceal some particu
lar ci'X'9UInstance and accidentally mep.tions it or a fact aS$ociatei,l with it.· 
This is understandable. There are two events in his memory at the same time-... 
the one~.that actually occurred, Wllich he 'Wants to COnceal, and the, imagina:r;-y 
one, which he intenda-· to discuss. Thus he must in a sense banish thC').t which 
had o.qcur.red (and which Istherefore remembered' well),from hi.s memb~y,. and 
remember that which had not occurred and which the individual made up. Thus 
it is e&sl' for him to make a' slip. < 

~' . 

Often a criminal demonstrCites his awareness of :the crime by a.ct.;t.onsrather 
than words. :eor example a husband who had murdel;"edhis wife, concealed her 
body, and asserted that he did not know why she disappe~l:'edf may begi:t).t;o 
sell her prcIJ)ertyormarry another \\lOman. Themurdererperformsthese 
aot.ions calmly,. becauSe he knows that his wife will not: return; . but he 

'fails tb r.ealize that$ur,rounding individuals may conclude properlyfJ;om . 
his behavior that he know$ the true.causeof h:is wife's,~isappea:r;-ance-;';'her 
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death.· If this could not have been known to anyone other than the cri~inal, 
then it would follow from the husband1s awareness that he was obviously a 
party to the concealed death of his wife. 

Sometimes criminals show their awareness through inaction, manifesting crim
inal intent prior to commission of the crime. 

A,typic.;:tl example of such inaction is the behavior of some women in inf.anti
aide cases in the period prior to birth of the child. If the future mother 
deoides to simulate birth of a dead child she will fail to go 'RO an obstetric 
hospital at the time of labor and ~~11 not call for a physicia~ or midwife. 
But if the future mother decides to' conceal birth altogether she would not 
even seek gynecological advice or apply f0r pr~}Jnancy leave. Such behavior 
indicates the womanis desire to conceal her pregnancy and birth of the child. 
But if the child disappears after birth, murder may be a cause of its dis
appearance. The woman would know beforehand that the child will disappear, 
but she naturailY could not have predicted that it would be stillborn, and 
tllerefore the oonclusion that tae defendant had arrived at the idea of mUr
dering the child immedIately after its birth beforehand is logical and common 
in such situations. 

il 

Conscious display of awareness is observed when an exposed defendant confesses 
his guilt and ~~refore does not conceal that he knows what happened. such 
information is obtained from the defendant by interrogation, by presenting 
vi9tims or material evidence to him for identification, by performing in
vestigatory experiments, by digging up objects from a place he designates, 
and usually by checking his statements at the scene of the crime. 

On rare occasion we encounter behavioral evidence taking the form of the 
defendant's display of his unawareness of the facts. His awareness of cir
cumstances which, were he innocent, would have been known to him, may turn 
out to be very persuasive evidence. This is preoisely the basis for the 
widespread procedure of ohecking the explanations of persons suspected of 
theft. Suspecting that a suitpase (rucksack, purse, and so on) in the sus
pect's possession was stolen by him, he is asked to list and describe the 
objects in it. The thief is unable to do so. 

Sometimes a defendant's assertion that a. certai}':, object belongs to him can 
be refuted by the fact that he does not know the characteristics, properties, 

"and de.tails of the given objact. 

Often he is unable to recognize an object that he suggests is well knoWn to 
him. 

~. 

In her testimony, defendant Terletskaya often cited witnesses 
·Gorev andZhabClyedov, with whom.she said she was acquainted. 
When the examining magistrate found Gorev and showed him to 
Terletskaya, she. declared that this was Zhaboyedov, who had 
visited her together with Gorev, whom she also knew. But 
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when Zhaboyedov was presented to her in a line-up with'other 
men she declared that she had never seen any of them before. 18 

Acts and statements by a defendant indirectlY indicating his awareness of 
his guilt can vary in nature. 

Learning that the procurator's office called in one of the 
participants of a misappropriation for questioning, store 
manager B. sent him a letter asking him not to "give him' 
away"; ,leaving for the inquiry, B~ left a note for his wife, 
informing her that he may possibly not retuxn homebeoa.use 
he will probably be arrested. 

This category also includes display of heightened interest by some particular 
person in the inquiry o~ in public opinion on the case, which allegedly has 
no relationship to him whatsoeve~. 

Often, a criminal in hiding who is not yet suspected by the investigatory" 
agencies asks often and persistently about ne~s on the crime in his letters 
to relatives. sometimes he even underscores such sentences. 

A criminal often tries to learn for himself'how the inquiq is going and, 
chieflY, who is suspected of the crime he committed, sometimes even spying 
on the investigator. 

It stands to reason that the significance of such behavior as evidence ie 
not always equal: Frequently SUch behavior may be elicited by extreme cur
iosity or the erroneous apprehensions of an innocent person., Therefore this 
category of behavioral evidence has less significance than the first two. 

As with other indirect evidence, the significance of behavioral evidence to 
the proceedings depends on the extent to which a relationship can be estab
lished between the given facts and the defendant's guilt. M. s. Strogovich 
states that behavio:(al evidence "may be a product, in some caseS, of pre
cisely the fact of commission of the crime by the defendant., While in other 
cases it may not be associated with the crime." 19 ThUS as with any item 
of indirect evidence taken alone, several explanations can be possible for 
each i tern of behavioral evidence f permitting II only a hypothesis a's to its 
causa.}. relationship to the crime under investj"gation. f,20 

As an example erroneous apprehensions" of an innocent pt;rson and hiS improper 
selection of the means of defense may be neub';'al ciluses of some, ,behavioral 
evidence. As wi thall indirect evidet)ice, behavioral evidence becomes mOl;;e 
pel;'suasive a,s it bedomes more difficui'-~to ,explain it bytl1e causes abov,e. 
For ex:amplea defendant's lying mc;lyhe explained relatively, often by a 
neutral cause, staging hardly ever permits s,uch anexpla.nation .. while, des
truction of a corpse practicallyexclude~ it. Therefort; We cannot agree 
with statements encountered :i.nthe litElratU;t;'e that bt;havioral t;viden¢e is 
only of secondary importance and C,~l1l be used only inqombina,ticm with othel;' 
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forms of indirect evidence; inasmuch as every item of behavioral evidence 
can be explained by neutral causes. But, as we know, th~s is typical of 
every .item of indirect evidence taken alone. And while we cannot, of course, 
make a conclusion as to the defendant's guilt on the basis of an individual 
item of behavioral evidence (as is the case with'any other item of indirect 
evidence), the totality of various items of behavioral evidence may lead to 
this conclusion, which may be no less persuasive than one made on the basis 
of the totality of other facts. It stands to reason that this conclusion 
can be reached only on the condition that the investigator complies with 
the requirement of the law of criminal action that the evidence by checked 
out carefully, thoroughly, and objectively. 

As is the caSe with other facts treated a~ evidence, behavior can be used 
as evidence only in the event that, first of all, it falls within the 
definiti9n of evidence in a criminal case and, secondly, it is evaluated 
objectively-~that is, in full compliance with the reqUirements of the law 
of criminal action. 
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CHAPTER III 

METrlODS OF RESEARCH ON THE DE~ENDANT'S PERSONALITY 
DURING THE PRELIMINARY INQUIRY 

§l. 'Organization of Research on the Defendant's Personality 

The work of collecting information describing the defendant's personality 
must be conducted basically during the preliminary inquiry, since during its 
examination tr court does not always have the possibility for eliminating 
omissions made by the examining magistrate and is forced to postpone hearing 
of the case unt:'.l supplementary data are obtained on the personality of the 
accused, or to return the case ~or further investigation. 

B ' t f th· k f \;\, " t 'f' h e~ng par. 0 e ",or 0 an exam:.l..n~ng mag~s rate on a spec~ ~c case, researc 
on the defendant's personality must be conducted on. the basis of a plan. 
Only in .this way would it be purposerul in nature and insure the fullest 
collection of information on the defendant's personality with a minimum of 
the examining magistrate's time and effort. This is why the plan written 
for investigating a case must mandatorily foresee clarification of inrorma
tion on the defendant's personality. Thus while investigating other circum
stances of the case the examining magistrate would be collecting information 
on the defendant's personality. For example, interrogating a witness on 
circumstances of the event being investigated, he may also clarify questions 
pertaining to the defendant's personality. 

Presence of such questions in the plan of investigation would guarantee their 
prompt and, from the standpoint of continuity, more correct clarification, 
and it would eliminate the need for repeated interrogation of witnesses, 
encountered in practice, conducted with the purpose of filling the gaps of 
the first interrogation. 

As we had already noted the case materials can include only that data on the 
defendant "s personality which were obtained by due process. In particular, 
valuable data could, be obtained by questioning the defendant. himself about 
his life. 0 

In, this Cionnection we should nO.te that for an entirely incomprehensible 
reason some examining magistrates do not devote adequate attention to clarifying 
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the biography of the suspect, and then the de~endant, being interrogated. 
After filling the questionnaire portion of the interrogation record, they. 
immediately go on to the circumstances of the crime being inv$stigated and 
fail to make use of the possibility for obtaining important personality 
information from the suspect and the defendant himself. This is why it 
woUld be suitable to begin the first interrogation of an individual sus
pected of a crime with thorough clarification ·of his biography. This Would 
permit the examining magistrate not only to obtain detailed data on the 
defendant's personality, but it would also help to establish appropriate 
contact between the e:ga:mining magistrate -and the individual being qUestioned. 
Moreover, having information describing the personality of the individual 
being questioned, particularly that pertainipg to his education and bis 
past, the examining magistrate would find it· easier to eetermine the tactics 
for interrogating the given person. 

Information can also be obtained on the defendant's personality by question
-ing his relatives, family members, neighbors, acquaintancesJ' and felloW 
workers. However; all testimony must be checked out carefullY and confirmed 
by other objective evidence. 

The public may be of great assistance. to the examining magistrate_;an collec
ting data on the defendantls personality. Presenting informatiqn"6n the 
crime to meetings of laborers, he could appeal to those present with a 
request to thoroughly describe the dEffendant--his way of life, his behavior' 
at work and at home, his attitude toward his service obli~ations, bis Social 
work, and so on. The minutes of the. meetingj< as well as statements of the 
e:gamining magistrate's public assis'ti:mts indicating tha.t the,C.had CO.InFleted 
their assignment of collecting info:nnation on the defendant' jri personal.ity, 
should be attached to the .case. When necessary, moreover, some individuals 
at the meetings who presented important info:nnation concerning the defendantls 
personality can be questioned as witnesses. This would permit the examining 
magistrate to clarify all circumstances characterizing the defendant known 
to these individuals mo~e. thoroughly. 

Valuable data on the conditions and way of life of the defendant, his ties, 
his personal qualities, and his traits of' character can-be gleaned fromdocU
ments revealed in his possession during a search (for example, a list of 
llames, a diary). 1 . 

Discussing the organization behind research on the defendant1 s personality 
during the prelirninaryinquiry, we must not fail to dwell on the practical 
forms this research takes, all bhemore so becat:lse :there are certain dif
ficulties involved. 

In our opinion the. best way to solve this problem would be to introduce 
into investigatory practice aspec:i:al,'so.-called investigatory questionnaire, 
which has been used in recent years by investigatoryagenciee of a number of: 
republics and oblasts. !!:'he questions contained wi thin the questi(';mnaire 
ins~e collection of information required for deep, thorot:lgh analysis Qf 
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the defendant's personality, and ~or establishing the causes of the crime 
and the conditions promoting its commission. It would be best to fill in 
this ques,tionnaire during investigation of the most dangerous crimes, separate 
qUestionnaires being recommended for each accused person~ 

The investigatory questionnaire consists of three parts~ Two are filled in 
by the examining magistrate investigating .the case, and the third is filled 
in by the procurator or his deputy maintaining control over examination of 
criminal cases in courts, after the case is examined in the court of original 
jurisdiction. 

The first part of the questionnaire contain questions pertaining to the 
crime: A brief description of the crime; the scene, time, method, and wea
pOn of the crime; presence of conspirators; the state of the defendant at 
the tL'1le the crime was committed, the motives of the crime; information on 
the victim, on the loss, and so on. 

T~le second part contains questions pertaining to the defendant' s personality. 
In addition to clarifying general biographical data (sex, age, party mem-

. bership,' education, place of employment, position at work, time of 
service and, j.f: the derendant was not employed, the length of his unemploy
mentand the ,t.;'eason ror it, place of residence, family situation) , the 
questionnaire a"~so foresees clarifying the material situation and living 
conditions of the defendant and his family; the conditions under which the 
defendant was raised and lived in the family; a description of surrounding 
individuals; the question as to whether or not legal proceedings had been 
instituted against the defendant earlier (when, for what reason, the sen~ 
tence,the time of the sentence served, the grounds for release); the queS
tion .as to whether or not meaSUres of social or administrative influence 
were used against the defendant, and if yes, then the sorts of influence 
in relation to particular acts, whether or not the defendant confessed, and 
so on. 

The third part of the questionnaire reflects data characterizing the course 
and quality of the preliminary inquiry and the results of the case's examin
ation by the court of original jurisdiction, namely: Who instituted the 
proceedings in the case? Was the public encouraged to reveal and investigate 
the crime, and what way was its participation specially expressed? The 
circumstances which, in the examining magistrate's opinion, promoted com
mission of the crime, anq the measures taken by the examining magistrate 
to eliminate themi the dates .at which the crime was committed ant!! discovered, 
the caSe w~s opened, and inquiry and court examination were completed; the 
punishment?;) the work done by the court to eliminate the circumstances pro
moting the crime. A statement is made here as to whether or not data in the 
qUestionnaire on the crime and the criminal's personality were confirmed 
through court ex~ination of the case. 

,If the crime was committed by several defendants, then in order to eliminate 
repetition of questions not pertaining to the personality of eaoh defendant, 
the.responses are written only on 9:he questionnaire. 

~ 
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In order that the questions contained within the qtlestionnairewould refleot 
the speoifio features of oertain types of orimes ~st fully, it would bl?: 
suitable to use several variants of suoh questionnaires, written with a 
oonsideration for the specific features of each type or of certain groups 
of orimes. . 

Introduction of art in~estigatory qu~stionn~ire into praotice would, on one 
band, promote oa:t:'eful researoh on the defendant's personality and, on the 
other hand, permit us to obtain the raw data required for studying and pre-' 
venting suoh crimes. . 

Because the second oopies of questionnaires filled out remain with the agencies c 
responsil;>le for monitoring the casest their use to study individual types of 
orimes and oategories of oriminals would not present difficulties. Basing 
ourselves on the goal of analyzing questionnaires filled 'in during a certain 
period of time (a month, quarter, Year, or seve:t:'al years), for thi$ purpose 
we would need to seleot those questionnaires wl1.±1;;zh pertain to cases oonoerning 
crimes of a certain type (group), or crimes oommissioned bya certain oatego~ 
of individuals (for example, questionnaires pertaining to oaSes concerning 
all orimes against the individual committedllby juveniles, or-to cases oon
cerning crimes of profit commissioned by recidivists). 

The practice of using inVestigatory questionnaires to study indi~idualtypes 
of crimes and the persons responsible fdrthem has justified itself, as the 
experience of a number of procurator.' s offices bas shown. This can be ex ... 
plained by tq,e fact that, on one hand, presence of investigat.ory question
naires has made it easier to do this work because the need for requesting 
the criminal cases from court arohives and studying them is,eliminated and, 
on the other hand, the questionnaires contain' more substantial datal nec
essary for the research, which are USually not clarified in a oase .if an 
investigatory questionnaire is not filled out during its ekamination. This 
is why introduction'of the investigatory questionnaire has been evaluated 
favorably by praotical workers. 

Of co~se filling in an inVestigatory questionnaire means additional work, 
which would have to be dOne by theproou~ators and examining ma.gistra.t$s~ 
However, there can be no doubt th(:!.t this labor would pay for itself, sinoe 
the reWard would be· a, risetin quality ·of not only the preliminary inquiry 
but also court examination of the case. 

Considering the. ]?1:actica! value of the investigatory questionnaire, in 1965 
it was recognized suitable to fill in a special desor:l:ption oertificate in 
two copies for each underage criminalt one remaining wit~ the procurator's 
office and used to make the appropriate generali~ations, .:and the other being 
sent together with the c:t::iminal. case to the court or to the place atwlUch 
Il\easures of social influence are to be implemented. In turl")" the court adds 
to this description ce:rt;ificateinformatiotlrevealed during examination of 
the case and sends it together wi.th the. sentence to the detentitin 'Un,i'!;. 'for 
attaohment to tl}e convict's. personal file.. If punishment doeS not involve 
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imprisonment, then this docUment is sent to the collective at the place of 
emplo~ent (study) of the cortvict and, when the court dismisses the case, to 
a commission for juvenile cases. 

By filling in this description certificate we can obtain detailed information 
on the personality of an ,underage offender and on the nature, causes, and 
conditions of his offense. Considering the above, there are grounds for 
agreeing with A. A. Gertsenzon, who believes it suitable to impart procedural 
significance to such a questionnaire, since it makes research on the criminal's 
personality binding and would result in thorough analysis of the crime. 2 

§2. Methods for Collecting Information c.:l the Defendant's Personality 
o 

Methods for studying the personality have been developed by other sciences 
including psychology and pedagogics. The examining magistrate can use the 
following methods to collect information on the defendant's personality: 

1) A method of observation in which the investigator studies manifestations 
of the subject~s mind by personal perception; this method and the discussion 
method are used in interrogation; 

2) a biographical method involving collection and generalization of bio
graphical information. This information, obtained from the autobiography 
of the subject, his diaries, correspondence, from testimony by individuals 
knbwing him, and from other sources permits us to clarify the subject's 
life's path and thus trace the development of his traits of character and 
the way the past pl:ledetermined his present mental ,countenance; 3 

3} a method of generalizing independent characteristics--that is, general
izing information on the personality gleaned from different sources indepen
den,t of one another (from different individuals and collectives, illuminating 
the subject from various aspects and under various cOnditions--at work, at 
home, in communication with relatives, friends, neighi\ors, and fellow workers). 
Information obtained in this fashion and then mutually supplemented, checked, 
and corrected, makes q;,a general description, which permits the investigator 
to correctly understand and evaluate the personality.4 

Positive results can also be attained by application of such methods as study
ing the domestic situation, documents describing the personality, and products 
made by the hands of the subject. Finally, there is the questionnaire method. 

An analysis of investigatory practice would show that failure to use psycho ... 
logical methods and ignorance of their pl';oper use would not only have an 
effect on the quality of research on the defendant's personality but also 
lead to othbr significant omissions in the investigation, particularly to 
the investigation' s incompleteness. Hot-lever, when using these methods we 
should remember that resea~ch on the defendant's personality conducted during 
investigat:i.on has its own unique features and is directed at)attaining goals 
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differing from the goals of psychology and pedagogics. '.t'hese unique features 
a.tern from the speoi~l fonn of personality l;'esearch and the different legal 
statuses of the investigator and the subject. The personality of a defendant 
is. studied wi thin the pounds of competence of the agency conduc·t;ing the in-
vestigation. 0 

Having presented some general premises on methods fol;' st;t,ldying the .defendant'S 
personality, we will now exam:i.ne specific recommendation~~ on collecting in~ 
formation describing his personality. " 

1. :tn most cases it is not difficult to obtain 1:;>asic, soj~\,:a1led deIilographic 
data on the defendant. Usually the defendant himself furni~~heE,l his last name, 
firs'l: name, middle name, age, place of birth, place of perma\:..~ent residence, 
nationality, and native tongue. The examining magistrate. chl\,pks the informa
tion given to him with personal documents (passpol;'t, label;' .ca:~d, and othel;' 
personal documents). Either the documents, or their copies, or a record of 
their inspection are att~ched to the case. 

Sometimes it is ver,y important to establish the defendant's age precisely. 
Therefore if documents attesting to ,the age of the given indiviQt;J,alare 
absent or doUbt ariseS as to the information they contain, steps'must be 
taken to establish the true age. With this purpose a duplicate of the 
birth certificate should be demanded from the appropriate civil document 
registrax-. If fox- .some reason it is impos$ib1e to establish the defendant's 
age on the basis of, documents, it is recommended that a forensic medical 
e~pert commission be called to answer the following que~~ions: What is the 
age of the given person, or has he reached some pax-ticu1ar age? 

Cases are often encountered in investigatol;y practice in which the e~amining 
magistx-ate is fox-ced to perform meticulous work of significant volume to 
establish the defendant's identity. TX'.:ing to conceal their pas-t:, ,some 
criminals~ chie~ly recidivists I change. their true name and use other people's 
documents, usually acqui~ed in a cr~nal manner. Criminals often make 
yal;'ious changes in identity documents, altering their name and year of birth. 
Liv~ng Wi~h f~lse doc~e:Pts, crimina7s are ~orced ,'t.o ind7pendentl~ "extend ll 

thel.r expl.ratl.on dates,"and to .legall.ze thel,r resl.deno~ l.n a partl,cular plaoe, 
to enter information on thei;r pJ~ce of work and registration using homemade 
s.tamps. '!Ihis is why documents seized froJd" a defendant must be studied care ... 
fully, relying on the a$sistance of criminologists when necessary. In this 
case the following is recommended; Inspect the form, the signatures of 
officials, the stamp, the photograph, and the owner's signature, gain.an 
acquainta,~ce with its content and compare it with other documents possessed 
by the defendant; compar~the photograph on the ddcument with the defendant'S 
appearance and the owner's signatU(fe wit!} the defendant's signature; :turn ~ 
attention to the presence of the signs of alteration (erasures, eradioat~r· 
addi,~ions, alterations of signatures, alterations of stamP impressions I anew 
soon). . 

When. the grounds are present, the opl.nl.on of a criminal expert can be used 
to establish the method used to manufacture'the document or its parts and 
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to alte:r;' the initial content, the seque,nce in which it~parts were filled 
in, and the n\ethod used to produce the stamps it Ee:r.f~. 5 

IF 
When necessary, in order to check the authenticity of the defendant's personal 

<documents, inquiries should be directed to the institution that issued them l 

,with a request to send a photograph of the individual who received the docu
ment. 

investigating a case involving robberi~s in Tashkent Py 
two criminals, who stated that their names were aUlavkin 
and Manuilov at the time of their arrest, by inspecting 
the personal documents 9f, the arrested individuals the 
examining magistrate established that signs indicating 
substitution of photographs \>lera present on the passport 
and the certificate of release from military duty bearing 
Bulavkin~s name. 

Criminological experts established that the photograph on 
Bulavkin:ts passport was composed of two parts, and that with 
the exception of the right lower corner the photograph had 
been ~eglued. The photograp4 on the certificate of release 
from military duty was also reglued, and the missing part 
of thE" impression of the stamp had been subsequently drawn 
in. 

Learning of the expert's conclusion Bulavkin stated that 
his real name was Chernov, and that he had purchased the 
documents bearing Bulavkin's name from an acquaintance who 
had di/?,ilil?peared. However, by checking the fingerprints and 
the identity of Bulavkin-Chernov the examining magistrate 
established that he had been convicted earlier for a major 
theft as Mikhayl'chenko and had escaped •. Thus it was found 
that the defendant's real name was Mikhayl'chehko. It was 
established through further investigation that the real 
Bulavkin had qommitted two robberies in Tashkent together 
with Mikhayl'chenko, sold his documents to the latter, and 
traveled to his horne in Gomel'skaya Ohlast, wh~~e he obtained 

" • \ I new documents to replace ones wh1ch had been supposedly sto1en 
from him. 6 

The need for carefully check~ng the defendant's personal documenhs stems 
from the fact that cases hav~ occurred in which falsified documents have 
been taken to be real as a result of an inattentive attitude toward such 
a Check, and the criminal managed to avoid prompt exposure. 

, If it turns out that the defendant had used someone else's documents, steps 
must be taken to establish the true owner. Sometimes yet another 'crime can 

~ be revealed, in th~sway. 
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The following case can serve as an example demonstrating the role of careful 
analysis at documents seized from a suspect. 

Valentin Zakharovich Kanyshkin, a suspect in a crime, "WaS 

detained by police in Annavir station on the basis of a 
verbal description given to them by the examining magistrate. 
In the interrogatidh he gave his name as Valentin IVanovich 
Volkov. He had no documents in his .possession. The detained 
individual was recognized by a number of witnesses as ~anyshkin. 

,z . .r: 

On. the same day a passport, a military identification card, 
and a certificate 9f release from prison bearing the name of 
Valentin zakharovich Kanyshkin,born in 1929, were fqu."'ld in a 
garbage can in Arw4vir Station. The fact that Kanyshkin gave 
his name as Volkov alerted the examining magistrate, and he 
decided to carefully check his identity. 

Examining letters and photographs seized from Kanyshki~l the 
examining magistrate discovel:'ed that a photogl:'aphof some 
young person bore the inscription: "As.a memento to V. v. z." 
Since this photograph was in Kanyshkin's possession the 
examining magistrate hypothesized that it had besn a gift 
to him and that the letters on the back side of the phot.ograph 
Were his ;i.nitials--that is, "Volkov, Valentin zakhal:'ovich.'~ 

Another photograph showed a YOllng man in a military uniform 
of civil war' time, resembling Kany,shkin. The name valkov was,::, 
written on its back. JUdging by all of this,evidence, this 
was Kany~bkinls father. 

The r~sultsof,the examination permitted the hypothesis that 
Kanyshkin was Volkoy. 

Revealing that Kanyshkin had received letters from Rostov-on
Don while wOl:'king at a lumber mill, the examining magistrate 
traveled to this city and established that Kanyshkin was in 
fact Valentin Volkov, not Zakbarovicn but Ivanovich, born 
1927 .. 

It turned out that Valentin lvanovic::hcVolkOv was oonvicted 
in 1945 for stealing money from a stor~. In 1947 he was 
once again arrested for theft; howeveJ;", desiring to .conceal 
his formel:' cpnvictionandrepresent himseif as underage, 
when arrested he gave his. name as Va~entin Zakharovich 
Kanyshkin, born 1929. The defendant's identity;was not 
checked f and he was convicted as Kanyshkin_ After serving 
his sentence Volkov reoeived documents bearing the name 
Valentin zakharovichKanyshkin. 7 . 
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In~event that the de:eendant had changed his place of residence and work 
often or he does not have a permanen.t place of residence and certain occupa
tions, and equally so if the examining magistrate has grounds for believing' 
that the defendant had given an assumed name and was using someone else's 
documents, attempting in this way to conceal his criminal record, it would 
be a g(jod idea to send his fingerprint record to internal affairs agencies 

" for: confirmation. Practice shows that this often produces favorclbl.e results, 
helping to expose criminal recidivists. 

,If the defendant is going under an assumed name, then (), criminological ex
pert commission having the purpose of identifYing the individual by outward 
characterist±cs, and. a commission of graphologists called to identify the 

, individual by his signa.ture can be of gre(o(t help in establishing his identity. 
'I'hus if the defendant declares that he is not the individual who, judging 
by the case materials, had done certain thi~gs at a particular place, it 
is reco~ended that the personal file of the given individual be demanded 
from his place of work or the corrective labo~institution in which he 
served his sentence. Having such materials, the appropriate expert com
missions can establish whether or not the photograph of the defendant is 
truly his and whether or not he had written the text of the autobiography 
or other doc;' -.;ntsin his personal file. 

As an approxima~ion the following questions can be posed to these expert 
commissions: 

a} IS the photograph pl:!esented for investigation truly, that of the given 
individual; 

b) are two photographs, presented for illvestigation, of the same individual; 

c), was the text of the document presented for investigation written by 
the given individual? 

The fingerprint record in the prisoner's personal file should also be used 
to identify the individual. 

"~ invest:Lgativeinquiry can be sent to the place of the defendant's resi
-dence or place of birth to establish the defendant' s personality, requesting 
information from people knowing him and attaching to the order a photograph 
9f the defendant, which could be presented to witnesses f9r identification. 

'il ': In addition a check should be made on the validity of information furnished 
by the defendant on certain facts tha,t should be knoWn to him if he is the 
individual he says he is, for example the father's middle name, the mother's 
first and middle names, her maiden name, presence of brothers and sisters, 

'and their 'names and ages. 

Practice shows that failure to use particular methods to check the defend
ant's identity would mean incompleteness of the investigation of circumstances 
important to the case, and reversal of the sentence. S 
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Police can significantly help the examining magistrate to establish the 
true~ identity~of a defendant concealing his name by implementing the 
appropr~ate operational measures. 

2. There is no special difficulty in obtaining information descl;'ibing 
the defendant's social countenance. 

To obtain data on education, party membership, attitude toward military 
duty, occupation, the nature of pursuits, place of employment, position 

(~ at work, time of service, attitude toward work, participation in the 
social life of 'the collective, and poss;ession ofmili taxy a.nd other spec .... 
ial and honorary titles as well as orders and. medals, in addition to 
interrogating relatives, friends, fellow.workers, and the defendant him
self, it is recoIr!Illended that thee)caminipgmagistratefamilia;cize hil\lse1.£ 
with the defendant's personal£ile at the plaoe of employment or l:ttudy, . 
and attentively e;,r;amine'documents p:r:.9sented by the defendant and seized 
from him during a search. In addition to identity documents, such doc:U
ments include cer.tificates from the place of employment and' res;idEmce, 
educational certificates, documents on state awards, documents awarding" o· , ' , 
particular titles, descriptions from 'the place of work and residence, 
copies of records and decrees concerning institution of administrative 
action, copies of orders concerning fi~es and bonuses from the place of 
work or study, decisions of a comrades' court, and so on. 

When clarifying such information the examining magistrate must display 
alertness and not restrict himself only to confirming what; the defendant 
reports~ When examining the presented documents it is recommended that 
he turn his attention to the pos;siPilityof alterations. Moreover he 
should compare their content with explanations of the defendant anclother 
caSe materials. 

'~, 

If doubts arise as to the aut~C;:lbticity of the certificates, diplomas, 
testimonials, affidavits, and other similar documents, it is recommended 
that inquiries bernade at the institution issu£ng these documents, ~nd 
that the assistance of criminological experts by ga:f,.ned·in revealing 
alterations ill the documents. 

To clarify the sort of work. the defendant had been doing in ,tl'5:e past .,the, 
examiningma.gistrate should examine his personal file or identity.: cards 
issued at theforrnel:' place of $mployment, or 'he Sht/u;ta rnak~ inquirie13 at 
the institution or organization in which, according to the defendant's 
testimony, he had fonroerly been employed. 

It is recommended that a personal aescription of the defendant be 'demanded.: 
and. attached ,to the case. "If the defendant had changed his pla.ceof em
ployment or place qf ,re13idellce often intbe las.t few years, then'desc:rip- . 
tions should be demanded not only from the mostQrecent hut'a.lsb ,from ~ . 
previous places of employm~rit and hOJlsing operc;1tion offices .' A descriptl.on 
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f'rom the most recent place of employznent is usually one-sided and brief if 
the individual had worked there for a short time. In particular, we would 
have to agree with N. T. Vedernikov, who reconunends that the examining mag
istrate send an extended inquiry together with a list of spec~fic questions 

, subject to illumination in the description to the management of the organ
ization or institution in which the deferidant had been employed. He in
cludes the following questions: 

1) What is the individual's occupation and how long has he served in this 
occupation; 

2) what is his overall time of service; 

3) what is his attitude toward w9r}c, and has he been studying to upgrade 
his qualifications and education; 

4) has he been paid bonuses and has he paid fines, for what reason, and 
what sort of bonuses and fines; 

5) did he participate in the collective's social life; 

6) o'lzher inl.vrmation having significance to the individual's description 
and. the opinion of the organization writing the description particularly 
in reference to his character (honest, dishonest, reticent, communicative, 
bold, cowardly, principled, unprincipled, and soon).9 

In asking for the description the examining magistrate must remind the 
appropriate officials of the need for compiling an objective description 
and for discussing it with the public. This is necessary because the 
descriptions are sometimes unobjective. 

We note'that descriptions not containing specific information and not pro
viding an impression of the defendant's personality are often attached to 
a criminal caSe. This is usually explained by the fact that individuals 
compiling these descriptions do not know the individuals they are describing. 

Therefore in all cases the examining magistrate must check the extent to 
which information contained in the description corresponds to reality; 
only after this s~ouldhe attach it to the case. 

3. Information on the defendant's living conditions and, in particular, 
on his family status, the composition of the family, and on his material 
flnd housing cond;iltions can be obtained by interrogating the defendant, 
members of, his f&Unily, neighbors, acquaintances,' relatives, ,and wo~kers of 
the housing operation office. In addition to this the passport, marriage 
certificate, and the personal file or identity card from the place of em
ployment should ,be inspected. Moreover, the information required could be 
requested from the civil status document registrar. When necessary the 
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examining magis~ate can instruct a public assistant to examine the defend
ant's living conditions, and he can attach the examiner's report to the c.ase. 

4. The defendant's mental state is established by a forensic psychiatric 
expert commission. Such a commission should be called only when data in
dicating that the defenqant or suspect is mentalJ.y unstable are present. 

First the illness of the defendant, his former illnesses, his 'pla~e of treat
ment, and so on must be established by questioning the defendant himself and 
individuals close to him and, where possible, py'demanding the appropriate 
documents (for e:xample a copy of the disease history). 

The following qUestions can be presented for resolution by ~ forensic psychi-
atric expert commission: .' Q 

a) Was the, defemd,antstricken with mental illness at the moment thec:dme 
was committed and could he have been responsible for his actions and managed' 
them; 

b} was the defendant temporarily ill (pathological drunkenness, l?athologica1 
affect, twilight beclouding of the awareness, a reactive state, and so on) 
at the moment the crime was committed, and could h(J have. been responsible 
fcrh±s 'actions-or managed them; 

c) is the defendant presently mentally ill, andean he presently be respon
sible for his actions or manage them; 

d} does the defendant,6iave mental o.eficiencies, and i£ so, what kind, ant\. 
for what reason is he unable to perceive, remetnber, andre_call ~acts signi-" 
ficant to the caSei 10 

e) does the information on the defendant's mental illness recorded in medi.,.. 
cal, pensioner 's, mili ta:iy" or other documents co:rresp()udto the de1:endant IS 

actual he~lth? 

Testimony by the defendant as to presence of illnesses other tban mental can 
be checked by a forensicmed.ical expert commission or by means of questioning 
the treating physician, as Tilell as by attaching excerpts from the disease 
histot'yl conclusions made by the medical commi$sion of the milJ,tary conunis
sariat or the medical cotntnission for-determination of disability, .and so on, 
to the case. '. 

5. Information describing the defendant's way of life, circle of acquain-. 
tances, and behavior can be collected b:f'variou!3 mean~. .'l'hus ;i.nf~:qnati6n . 
on the. defendant 's way of life and ties .danbe obtained .. 1:>1 question:hig the .. 
defendant and individuals knowing him well. The' defe-ndatJ,t 'shome could. be . 0 

searbhedtocollect. such data. In partic.ular, if the Search revea1sph(')to~ 
graphs of individuals whornay possibly ha'Ve a, x;elatioushipto the d:r:imeunde:r: 
investigation, the identities of the individualsorii:hephotbgraphs 'ShC)tlJ,.4 he 
established by que&tioning the defendant,. his relatives, andacquaintanc.es. . 
Moreover in order toestabl.ish the defendant's ties the inv;e$tigatpr mu'st 
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carefully familiarize h~self with the content of letters, notebooks, lists 
of telephone nmnbers, and notes on a loose-leaf calendar disouvered and 
seized during the search. 

Aftel;' establishing the individuals with whom the defendant had associated, 
in some cases it would be suitable to check whether or not any of them had 
participated in the crime under investigation. The examining magis.trate 
should turn his attention first "of all to individuals, ties with which the 
defendant had attempted to conceal, and individuals who had suddenly de
parted from the given population center after the crime was committed and, 
all the more so, after the defendant was arrested. The possibility is not 
excluded that immediate departure stems from an attempt to avoid punisr~ent 
for a crime committed together with the defendant. 

bn examining a theft from a store, the examining magistrate 
who was checking the defendant's ties established that one of 
his close friends suddenly left the city for points unknown 

. af'ter the defendant was arrested, not even settling his pay 
at his place of employment. On searching the house in which 
his parents lived the examining magistrate discov~red some of 
the stolen goods. .// ! 

Individuals against whom criminal proceedings had been instituted formerly, 
or who had served their sentence together with the defendant should be checked 
with the purpose of revealing possible conspirators of an accused recidivist. 
The possibility is not excluded that one of them may have participated in 
the crime under investigation. Information on these individuals could be 
Obtained from criminal cases in court archives, or from observation records 
stored in archives of investigato:j:"~7, agencies. 

;' 
',\ 

If not long before commission of the cr~e und\:~r investigation the defendant 
had been released. from the prison in which he had been serving out his sen
tence fora cr~ecommitted earlier, and if it is obvious.from the circum
stances of the case that the. defendant had a conspirator unknown to the in
vestigatory agency, it WOUld. be suitable to find out from the administration 
of the appropriate prison whether or not some person with whom the defendant 
had friendly relations had been released in the period of interest to the 
investigatory agency. The possibility is not included that this person was 
preciSely the conspirator of the defendant in the c:r;ime under investigation. 
As practice has shown, such cases occur when the defendant cpmmits a crime 
ep route from prison to his place of residence. 

In order to reveal former criminal activity of the defendant, he should be 
checked against registration data of MVD [USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs) 
agencies. Statements fl;'om MVD agenci1~s are attached to the case. 

Ifasa result of the investigation it is established that the defendant had 
be.en convicted formerly f a copy of the sentence. should be attached to the 
case.. This would permit the court to properly resolve the question as to 
whetberor not recurrence in the defendant's actions would be an aggrav~ting 
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cj,rcwnstance, and to determine his social danger. Attadhing' just the record 
of convictions alpne to the, criminal case is impermissible, because th~ record. 
would only reflect the fact (or facts) of forme;r conviction and does not pro
vide an impression on the number of crimes committed by tbe individual (in 
cases. where he had been convicted for several crimes of the same type); or 
on the methods and circumstances pertaining to the crime. 

Thus the record does not have highly important data required by the court 
for prope:r res.olution of the issue of recognizing or not. recognizing the 
individual as an especially dangerous recidivist. This is \'lhythe ussn 
Supreme Court Plenum specificially indicated the need for attaching' copfes 
of sentences to the case in its Decree No 8, 3 July 1963, "Concerning Court 
Practice in Reco.gnizing Individuals to be Especially Dangerous ~ecidivists.n 
This is why the examining magistrate is obligated to attach copies of all 
former sentences, confirmed in due fashion, to the case when the defendant, 
had been convicted in the past. 

He shOUld also question relatives, neighbors, and acquaintances of; the de ... 
fendant as to his former criminal activity. 

In o:rder to check testimony by the defendant on his way of life in the Per
iod from release from prison for a previous crime to the moment of the crime 
under investigation,. it is recommended that inquiries byroade at the appropri
ate institutions at locations whe:t;"e, according to the defendant, he had lived 
or worked during this period •. 

6. Information on the personal qualities and traits of character ·of the 
defendant and, in particular, on his moral ~nd intellectu,al qualities, 
physical features, and presence of certain habits., and so on/could be 
obtained by detailed interrogation of the defendant himself, members of 
his family, neighbors, and fellow worke:t;"s. 

If. the defendant is in school or had recently 9lf~duatedfrom an educational 
institution, his fellow students, teachers, and class leader should 1;>e 
questioned; these people know his character. 

Valuabl.e data douldalso he obtained th:r;ough, a familiar.ization with the 
defendant's diarie.s discovered in a se~ch. His way of J:.ife" intentions, 
desires, cmd attitudes t,oward particular events and people can be learned 
from them. Information of no less interest;. C;ol,llq.be· obtail1ed frompeisona.:).. 
notes and private letters of the defendant •. 

The defendant's personalit¥ should be.researc;hed t:hroughout the enti:r;e time 
of the investigation, heginning from the moment that the crimlnal Ca$e is . 
ol?ened (if. it,' is opened in relation to the given person} or the moment an 
individual, suspected of thecl;'ime is reve~led. 

Information describing the defendant's personality should be gqthered not 
only by .the el<:amining mqgistrate put' also by inqlJ,estofficials, who, inst.i
tutingthe criminal pl;'oceedinfgS~, perform the immediate investigator;:y ac;tions .. 
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During such actions inquest officials also collect data on the suspect's 
personality: For example, when they perform the search they should seize 
documents describing the suspect's personality. They should obtain his 
record of convictions, and they should check him against fingerprint data. 

The methods of collecting such data are basically similar to those described, 
for which reason they can be used successfully by inquest officials as well. 
In this cas~ all they need remember is that some of these methods are unique, 
depending upon the form of activity of the inquest agencies ahd not discussed 
in this. chapter. This topic ranges beyond the limits of this work. 

After the criminal case concerning a crime for Which preliminary inquest is 
IlJandatory is sent from the inquest agency to the examining magistrate, ac
cording to the .law of criminal action off:cials of the inquest agency must 
follow ·instructions of the e:)(amining magistr~ate concerning the case, in
cluding collection of informatioll on the defendant's personality. 

Surveillance by the procuracy has an imPortant role in insuring proper re
search on the defendant's personality~ Monitoring the work of inquest 
agencies and the inquiry, the procurator must demand that the officials 
of these agencies take both investigatory and operational steps to insure 
that all dat. on the personality of the suspect, and subsequently the 
defendant, ar~ obtained. . . 

§3. Reflection of Information on the Defendant's Personality in the Indictment 

According to the law of criminal action the indictment must contain informa
tionon the defendant's personality (see for example Article 205 of the RSFSR 
UPK). It stands to reason that it shoul~ contain only that information on 
the defendant's personality which would have significance to correct resolu
tion of the case. 

l;nformation- characterizing the defendant~s personality must be written not 
only in the resolution of the indictment, as is usually done, but also in 
the descriptive .section. In this case while so-called identificational 
information on the defendant's personality (last name, first name, middle 
name, year and place of birth, nationality, education, occupation or spec
ialtY,1?lace of. employment, party membership, family status, permanent place 
of res.idence, possession of awards, absence or presence of former convictions) 
is contained in the reSolution, the descriptive section contains information 
on the defendant's living conditions, his past activities; his health, his 
attitude toward service,. social, and family responsibilities, his way of 
life, ties., mO.:ral countenance, traits of character, and other personal 
qualities. ' 

The nature of information on the defendant's personality whi.ch must be pre
sented in the descriptive section, and its inclusion depend on the type of 
cl;'ime, the specific circumstances under .which it was committed, and on the 
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significance of particular information on the defendant's personality to 
the case. Only after taking account of all of this can the examining mag
istrate pl:'ov:ide a full descript;i:on of the defendant·s personality:l,n the 
indictment and I at the ~ame time, avoid encumbering it with f'acts not havin~ 
a bearing on the case. For e~ample in a case pertaining to violation of 
safety l:'egulations, when presenting information characterizing the defendant's 
personality, we should take account of information on his past activity and 
on his attitude toward sel:'vice obl~gations; in a misappropriation case we 
should consider infol:'mation on the defendant1.sY/ay of life, his ties, his 
former activity, and so on. . 

Data chal:'actel:'izing the personality must be presented in a volume permitting 
a sufficiently full impl:'ession of the defendant's pel:'sonality. Information 
cited in the indictment must be objective. 

If the defendant is a criminal recidivist, then rather than limiting the 
presentation to a brief mention of this in the resolution, such data should 
be reflected in the descriptive part. It is recommended that special em
phasis be placed upon this in the event that a defendant with a reoord of 
convictions commits a similar act once again, and if he commits the crime 
by the same method. Full tl:'eatment of these data in the indictment would 
help the court to correctly' evaluate the defendant's social danger. 

Because the probl~m of presenting information in the indictment on former 8 

convictions of (J~e defendant is highly sign£ficant and serious errors are 
often made in practice, it would appear suitable to dwell on this problem 
in greater detail. 

We still encounter indictments in which specific statements that the defend
ant does not have a record or convictions are s.ubstituted by highly indefin-:-. 
ite phrases~ URad not been convicted formerly, aooording to his own testi~ 
mony." Instead of a statement indicating when the defendant had been cort
vioted formerly, what for, and the reason he was released, we miiY see "had 
been convicted formerly," "had been oonvioted many times formerly," "not 
oonvicted hy amnesty," and so on. Some examining magistrates do not even 
clarify the question as to the defendant's £o:r::mer convictions or X'emain 
silent On this issue when writing the indiotment. As a result the criminal 
recidivist appears in the indictment and then in the sentence as pn indiv" 
idual who was on the dock for the first time. 

The indictment must indicate specifically when, by, whom, and what) for the 
defendant was oonvicted, the punishment that was presoribed, and when and 
in what oonneotion he waS relea$ed frOm serving. his punishment (s.entenoe 
completed,. ea:r;oly release from punishment, early t'elease fx-om punishment 
on parole, reduotion y>f the sentenoe,pardon, amnesty). 

Shortcomings in revealing former conviotions of the defendant can');;le explain~a 
to a certainelttentby the faot that some proourators and eJtamining magist.rat.es 
are not entirely clear as to whether or not the defendiint's fOrmel:: Q9nviction:;:; 
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should be indicated in oriminal case mat~rials and, in particular, in the 
indictment, if remission or cancellation of the conviction had occurred in 
the order established by law or by amnesty. 

Cancellation or remission of a conviction ddes not affect the qUalifications 
behind the defendant's actions if this is not specifically qualified by law. 1l 
However, it does not follow from this that former convictions, even when re'" 
mission or cancellation had occurred, need not be noted in the indictment. 
This depends on the nature of the crime under examination and of the former 
crime, as well as the circumstances of the case. Remission or cancellation 
ofa conviction in many cases characteri~es the defendant's personality. 
There is no need to prove that both the examining magistrate investi~ating 
a crime by such an individual, the judge who is examining the case and pass
ingsentence, and workers of the prison in which the sentence is to be 
served must know who the accused, the defendant, and the prisoner are: Is 
he an individual who is truly on the dock for the first time owing to various 
and sometimes even chance circumstances, or is he a person who, despite the 
humanitarianism displayed toward him by cancellation or remission of the 
conviction, committed a crime once again? 

The correctn~ s of the opinion that information on the defendant's former 
conviotions, even if c,flncellation or remission had occurred, must be reflected 
in the indictm0nt has been confirmed in legal practice. For example, denying 
a protest by the RSE'SR assist-ant procurator in the Krylov case, the Collegium 
for Criminal Cases of the RSFSR Supreme Court stated that it "could not agree 
with ~he assertion in the protest that Krylov himself believed that he did 
not have a criminal record inasmuch as his conviction dated back to 1940. 
ClarifiCation of this circumstance has significance tqKrylov and can pro-
duce certain legal consequences, for example assignmed~ to a stricter corrective 
labbr colony.,,12 Y 

Thus if the defendant is an individual with a criminal record, this must be 
stated mandatorily in the descriptive part and the resolution of the indict
ment. But if cancellation or remission of the conviction had occurred, then 
there is no need to mention the record of convictions in the indictment1s 
resolution. As far as the descriptive part of the indictment is concerned, 
mention. should bemad~ of remission of the defendant's former conviction 
and the essence of the actions serving as the grounds for his conviction 
should be explained only.in the event that the former conviction has a bear
ing on the defendant's description and, in particular, if it indicates that 
he had not rehabilitated'himself (for example if he commits a new crime soon 
after amnesty), and if such information would have significance as evidence 
(forexample·~f a ne\o1 crime is committed by the same method used in the 
former crime). In the situations listed here, former convictions of the 
defendant must be indicated in th~,. descriptive part of the indictment ir
resl?ective of whether he is a convict Or cancellation or remission of the 
conviction had occurred. If the latter is true, then the procedUres leading 
to cancellation or remission .must. be indicated mandatorily. 

r/' 
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As we had already noted, the defendant sometimes enteJ:s the indictment under 
several last names. 'l.'his is explained by the fact thiat aome investigator.s 
erroneously believEl\ that former detention or convicti,bn of an indiV'idual 
under different names provides the grounds for indidaAting all names in the 
indictment, thus releasing them from the need for clarifying the de£endantls 
actual identity. The indictment's resolution must state only the true iden
tity of the defendant. The fact that he had been detained or convicted under 
other names in the past must be reflected in the., descriptive part of the 
indictment. 

The task of the examining magistrate is not only to make maximum use of 
information on the defendant's personality during the co~e of preliminary 
inquiry in the interests of a thorough, complete, and objective investigation 
of the case's circumstances, but also to facilitate use of this information 
by the prosecutor, counsell the court, and other participants of the process. 
For tbis purpose not only circumstances pe:r;tainlng to the crime but alsO 
those characterizing the defendant's personality must be reflected in the 
indictment 1 citing the appropriate pages of the case. This is whyxandning 
magistrates who present data characterizing each defendant at the end of the 
indictment's descriptive part are doing the correct thing. 

Presence of detailed information on the defendant's personality in the indict
ment promotes successful use of this information ;i~ithe couit examination and 
complete reflection of information on the convict~1f"the sentence. This in 
turn has great significance to reeducation of the convict at places of im-

,prisonment. 

FOOTNOTES 

. L See § 2 of this chapter .for a deeper discussion on the methods for col
lecting inform(ltion on the defendant's personality. 

2. See SOVETSKOYE GOSUDARSTVO I PP~VO, No 7, 1960, P 87 concerning research 
on and prevention of crime. 

3. For greater detail on the biographical I)).ethod, see Rybnikov, N.. A., 
"Au~biographies as Psychologica.1DOcuments, \I P$IlQiOLOGIYAj Vol 3, Issue 4, 
1930. 

'" 4. For greater detail on the method of CJene~alizing indepenoent .cha:r::aci;:et'-
istics, see "Lichnost' i trud" (Personality and Labor), edited by K. K. 
Platonov, Izd-vo Mys,J.' ( 1965. 

5. For greate:r:: detail on issues resolved through technical expert examina
tion of docUments, see Vinog:r::adov., I. V., :Kocha:r::ov, G. !., and Sel!vanovt 
N. A" hEkspertizy na preCl,varitel 1 nom sledstviifl (Expert Cotmnissions in 
the Preliminary'Inquiry), Izd-VO Yuridicheskaya Literatura, 1967, pp 44~54. 
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6. From materials of the Kuybyshevskiy Rayon Procurator's Office, Tashkent. 

7. From materials of the Krasnodarskiy Kray Procurator's Office. 

8. See, for example, the decision of the Collegium for Criminal Cases of 
the USSR Supreme Court in the Volchkov case, which reversed the sen
tence because during the investigation the defendant's statement that 
he was not the individual who had committed the incriminating offense 
had not been checked, stating th~t the individual's identification must 
be made on the basis of athorou<ifh analysis of conclusions by exPert 
commissionS and of the defendant's biographical data ("SbOrnik posta
no~leniy plenuma i opredeleniy Kollegiy Verkhovnogo Suda. SSSR po voprosam 
ugolovnogo protsessa, 1946-1962 gg.," pp 136-138). 

9. Vedernikov, l'l. T" op. cit. t p 65. 

10. This issue m\,lst be clarified in order that it would be possible, on one 
hanoI to use testimony by .a ment~;d. patient as evid_t?nce and, on the other 
hand, to a,void cases encountere~(in practidril"i which testimony by irres
ponsible individuals is used as~vidence, which occurs when examining 
magistra' :6 interrogate mental patients without checking their capacity 
for providing testimony. 

-,11. Thus, for example; a legislator issuing an act of amnesty may not extend 
? its effectiveness to individuals who, having once received amnesty earlier 

and enjoyed cancellation of the conviction, once again committed a crime • 

. 12. BYULLli:TEl'l' VERKHOVl\lOGO SUDA RSFSR, No 5, 1966, P 12. 
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